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FROM THE PRESIDENT

H

Ethics and absolute truth: needed now more than ever

W

E FACE TREMENDO U

HALLENGES with respect to the war on terrorism. However, I

wonder if our greater challenge is the one we face pertaining to ethics and morality. The
vents of rhe past year involving the Enron bankruptcy, World Com and other wellknown business organizations present us with an acute awareness of the failure of higher education, churches, families and other organizations to teach ethics and character and tie it to biblical
truth. • In a text I wrote on the subject of ethics for business professionals, I noted that many
people make a distinction between ethics and morality. They assert that morality is based on

Christians are in a
unique position to
provide the leadership needed by
our nation to
return to ethics
and morality
based on absolute
truth in the Bible.

religious conviction, whereas ethics can exist separate
from a religious context. I believe this distinction is
wrong, as ethics have no meaning apart from the theology upon which they rest. The cry, "Let's have ethics
without theology and morality without religion," is dangerous and unworkable.
In an editorial in 1990, president of Prison Fellowship and author Chuck Colson wrote, "What no one
seems to realize is that while we all want ethics, ethics
are meaningless unless based on some value system." In
an article written June 4, 2002, tided the "\:%ges ofSecularism, Colson stated, "Enron's collapse exposes the glaring failure of the academy. Ethics historically rest on
absolute truth, which these institutions have systematically assaulted for four decades." He raised a number of
significant questions including, "Is Enron merely a
symptom of something deeply wrong with our society?"
and "Has value-free post modernity, the fruit of modern
secularism, undermined the moral foundation essential
for democratic capitalism?" Colson then stated, "After
the western model of free markers has won the great ideological contest of the 20th century, for it to implode
here would be the supreme irony."
Colson went on to suggest the current situation involving these different companies offers a teachable moment for us as a nation, an opportunity for Christians to
contend for the biblical worldview in the economic marketplace- and I would suggest in all walks oflife. We
should know that capitalism is beneficial only when it is
subject to moral restraints derived ultimately from religious truth. Without doubt, these moral restraints have
been dangerously loosened in recent years.
Christians are in a unique position to provide the
leadership needed by our nation to return to ethics and
morality based on absolute truth in the Bible. Values like
honor, duty to God and country, service to others, loyalty, kindness, generosity, hard work, self-reliance, and
most of all, honesty and integrity have long been a part
of the fabric of our nation. They need to continue to be
taught, and we should fight to keep our Pledge of Allegiance "one nation, under God."

On the cover.
Yes, that~ really bacteria in the background, part ofsenior Kyle Bielefeld~ research
this summer. Jeremy Thompson studies the workings of the brain, while the
stethoscope represents Drs. Luke and Caroline Smith, who work as residents in
North Carolina, in acollective look at the University~ premedical program.
(Photos by Jeff Montgomery, design by Tom Buterbaugh)

The Old Testament certainly gives us great insight
into ethics and morality. The covenant code in Exodus
20-23 dates from the establishment at Mount Sinai of
God's covenant with the Hebrews and is notable for the
high value that it places on human life. Perhaps the best
known laws in the Old Testament are the 10 Commandments (Exodus 20:2-17). The wisdom literature also
contains material explicitly concerned with morality,
and it is essentially down-to-earth, practical advice for
everyday living.
In the New Testament, the most prominent passage
in my mind is the Sermon on the Mount found in
Matthew 5-7. The central imperative is summed up in
the term "obedient love," which is tied to the sovereignty of God. The concept of agape love found
throughout the Gospels in the New Testament answers
many of the questions that we face in ethics and morality circles today.
Perhaps the most dramatic statement on the centrality
oflove in the teaching of]esus is found in the so-called
twin commandment, "You should love the Lord your
God with all of your heart and with all of your soul and
with all of your mind. This is the greatest and first commandment, and the second is like it, you should love
your neighbor as yoursel£ On these two commandments
hang all the law and prophets." (Matthew 22: 37 -40)
We need a rededication on the part of all people in
our nation to the teaching of ethics, character and truth
from a biblical worldview. Christians have the opportunity to help answer perhaps the greatest challenge our
nation has ever faced. Those of us at Harding are commitred to the kind of education that promotes an understanding of the biblical worldview. This has been our
ideal since our beginning in 1924, and as a new school
year begins, we rededicate ourselves to this purpose. !HI

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. Burks is back in the classroom this fall, teaching the "Christian
Business Ethics" course he instituted and taught from 1974-86.
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ARoUND CAMPUS
Economics team wins
runner-up honors
The economics team was
named first runner-up in
the semifinals of the National Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) Competition
in Kansas City, Mo., May 1215.The team edged out
competitors from Michigan,
Virginia, New York, Ohio, Alabama and Oklahoma.

English graduate
takes award
at international
convention
Jonathan Singleton ('02)
of Mesquite, Texas, won a
2002 Sigma Tau Delta International Honor Society Eastern Regional Award.The
honor was announced at
the international convention of the English honor society held in the spring in
Boise, Idaho.

Faculty present
programs, papers
at Christian
Scholars' Conference
Awide variety of academic areas represented the
University at the Christian
Scholars' Conference at Oklahoma Christian University
July 18-20.
Dr. Don England moderated a program on teaching
science and religion. England and Drs. David Cole,
James Mackey, Bryce Roberson, Marty Spears and
Duane Warden did a twopart presentation called
"Christian View of Science
and Scripture: AHarding
University Senior-Level
Course Required of All Science and Math Majors."
Dr. Duane McCampbell
presented a paper titled
"Medieval Roman Catholic
Philosophy and the Abortion
Question," and Dr. Flavil
Yeakley presented one
called"Preaching to the
Whole Church:Using the
Four Communication Styles
Identified in Carl lung's Theory of Psychological Type."
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Enrollment vaults
past 5,200
AN IMPRESSIVE 5.2 percent increase
in enrollment was one of the highlights of the opening of the fall semester. The increase pushed the
enrollment to a record 5,276, more
than 250 beyond last year's total of
5,013 students.
Contributing to the increase
were a record number of freshmen
and a significant rise in the number
of students in graduate education
programs.
Enrolling freshmen totaled
1,066, an increase of 28 over the
previous year. Graduate enrollment
increased 16.5 percent, from 1,005
last year to 1,171 in 2002. Much of
the growth in the graduate programs is attributed to the popularity of the University's North Little
Rock Professional Center, which
opened in spring 2001.
The student body represents 48
U.S. states and 45 foreign countries. Only the states of Utah and
Hawaii lack representation.
The number of international
students dipped slightly this year to
211 from 225 last fall. The decrease
is being attributed to the difficulty
some international students had in
obtaining visas this year.
The 5,276-student enrollment
figure includes 102 students studying overseas as part of international
studies programs in Athens,
Greece; Florence, Italy; and Vifia
del Mar, Chile. The record enrollment also includes 225 students on
the campus of the Graduate School
of Religion in Memphis, Tenn.
"This is our 16th consecutive
record enrollment," said President
David Burks. "It is especially gratifying when viewed in the perspective of national higher education
statistics. Some schools had only
marginal increases, and some
schools actually had decreases in
enrollment. To have more than a
five percent increase is a strong
endorsement of your educational
programs.
"We believe the popularity of
our programs is an indication of
both the quality and affordability
of the Harding experience. Stu-

AROUND CAMPUS
dents are coming from across the
nation and literally around the
world to be a part of our student
body."
Burks pointed out the goal of
the school is to increase enrollment
at the undergraduate level at a rate
of 2-4 percent annually. He said at
the graduate level there are no limits because most of those classes
meet at night, at satellite campuses
or online.
Enrollment for fall2003 has
taken off with more than 600 applications already being processed.

Sullivan named
College of Nursing
associate dean
DR. SHEILA COX SULLIVAN, associate
professor, was named associate dean
of the College of Nursing in June.
In her
new administrative role,
Sullivan assists Dr.
Cathleen
Shultz, dean
of the College of Nursing, in obtaining student clinical experiences,
coordinating program resources,
and providing leadership to both
the undergraduate and graduate
nursing programs.
Sullivan has been a faculty

member since 1996. She graduated
from the University in 1982 with a
bachelor of science in nursing degree, received the registered nurse
license, obtained the master of science in nursing degree with an emphasis in critical care nursing from
the University ofVirginia in Charlottesville in 1996, and then earned
the Ph.D. from the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences
(UAMS) in 2001. Since 1998 she
has also worked as a research associate atUAMS.
Prior to her position at Harding,
Sullivan served as a case manager
and staff nurse at Bristol Regional
Medical Center in Tennessee; as a
head nurse of the critical care unit
at Richland Memorial Hospital in
Columbia, S.C.; and as a staff
nurse at Baptist Medical Center
and University Hospital in Little
Rock, Ark., and White County
Medical Center in Searcy.
Sullivan is a frequent contributor to conferences, organizations
and journals on the subject of sleep
patterns and dementia in the elderly. She recently completed a
chapter in the Critical Care Nursing
textbook. Presently she serves as
president of the Arkansas Nurses'
Association District 8 and president
of the Epsilon Omicron chapter of
Sigma Theta Tau International, a
nursing honor society. In 2001, she
was selected for inclusion in the
Southwest Virginia Community
College Alumni Hall of Fame.

At the tribute in the Reynolds Recital Hall July 20 in honor of his BOth birthday, Dr. Kenneth Davis Jr. performs his signature song, ''lust aCloser Walk With Thee," with former members of his choruses.

Students shine light
abroad, at home
DURING THE SUMMER, 373 students
and professors worked to share the
love of Christ in 24 countries and
more than 10 states. From Africa to
Scotland and Brazil to Thailand,
summer campaigners spread the
gospel through medical missions, individual Bible studies, teaching English, singing and youth camps.
Dwight and Barby Smith, co-directors of campus ministry, once
again sponsored the Stirling, Scotland, campaign. While there, they
studied the Bible with 79 year-old
Stewart Malcome. Malcome, who
had been an elder for 25 years for
the Church of Scotland, was baptized the Monday after the Smiths
left for Peterhead, Scotland.
"It was incredible to study with
him because he was such a deep
thinker," Barby said. "He basically
left all of his friends, everything surrounding him, to do what is right."
The Smiths, already planning
for summer 2003, are hoping to
have enough student interest this
year to fill requests for seven new
campaign groups from churches in
Albania, the Bahamas, the Fiji Islands, Lithuania, Papua New
Guinea and Switzerland.

Graduate nursing
earns accreditation
DEAN CATHLEEN M. SHULTZ announced in August that the College
of Nursing's graduate program received initial accreditation from the
National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC)
in New York City.
The accrediting process requires
the development of a self-study and
a site visit by program evaluators
from other nursing programs outside the state of Arkansas. The site
visit took place in February, followed by the NLNAC Review
Board and the NLNAC Commissioners meeting in Chicago this
summer. Faculty, students, graduates and other campus personnel
participated in the process. The
graduate program received accreditation for five years, the longest
period that can be obtained by a
new graduate program. The next

FCS faculty, students
attend convention

Professors recognized
for classroom excellence
KEVIN KLEIN ('86),Jerry
Myhan ('72),Jim Nichols
and Neale Pryor ('56)
were the 2002 recipients
ofthe Distinguished
Teacher Awards presented
atthe University's annual
Faculty and Staff Dinner
April19.
Klein, an associate
professor of history, has
been a member ofthe
faculty since 1994. He
completed both his master's and doctoral degrees
at Florida State University
in 1993 and 1994 respectively.
Myhan, an associate
professor of nursing, joined
the faculty in 1978. Hereceived his master of science in nursing degree
from the University ofTennessee, Memphis, in 1980.

Nichols, associate
dean and professor in the
College of Education,
graduated from Southern
Arkansas University in
1967 and became a member of the faculty in 1977.
He completed his master's
degree at Auburn University in 1977 and his docto rate at the University of
Arkansas in 1985.
Pryor, a professor of
Bible, began teaching in
1962. He earned his master of theology degree at
the University's Graduate
School of Religion in
Memphis, Tenn., in 1960,
and his doctorate of theology at New Orleans
Baptist Theological Seminary in 1969.
This year marks the
third time for both

review will be in 2007.
In response to a growing national shortage of nurses, the University began the master's program
in 1998 to prepare clinical nurse
specialists, an advanced nursing
role. It is a part-time, evening and
online program designed for working nurses with two different tracks
of academic emphasis: managed
care for high-risk populations or
community health and international nursing.
Since the nursing program
began in 1975, more than 1,100
graduates have earned a nursing degree. In response to the motto,
"Developing nurses as Christian
servants," most students complete
the nursing program with the
added benefit of having helped

Pryor

Nichols and Pryor to be
named Distinguished
Teachers, earning each
the title of Distinguished
Professor. Nichols received
the award in 1987 and
1992, and Pryor received
the award in 1970 and
1975.
Recipients ofthe Distinguished Teacher Award
are determined by inclass teacher evaluations
by students, as well as
evaluations from their
faculty colleagues.
The four honorees received a $2,000 check and
a framed certificate.

those who are underserved, both in
the United States and abroad. Opportunities for medical missions are
offered annually in Haiti,
Guatemala, Nigeria and other
African countries. Closer to home,
students also may work at the
White County Health Ministry,
which is supported by the College
of Nursing; the River City Ministry
in North Little Rock, Ark.; and
various health clinics designed for
businesses, schools, migrant farm
workers and campus programs.
The College of Nursing was the
first in Arkansas to use computers
as part of learning, provide health
services for Head Start and HIPPY
programs, and initiate screening
clinics in public schools without
nursing personnel on site.

In June, faculty and students from the department
of family and consumer sciences attended the 93rd
annual Convention and
Exposition of the American
Association of Family and
Consumer Sciences (AAFCS),
held in Dallas.
Faculty representatives
included Sharen Crockett, an
adviser of the studentmember section of AAFCS;
Dr. Ellen Daniel, conference
co-presenter of "Building
Teaching Communities:
Strategies for Empowering
Successful FCS Teachers";
Rebecca Teague; and Dr.
Beth Wilson, a voting
delegate for the higher
education unit.
Student attendees included Kristin Crockett,
president of the studentmember section of AAFCS;
and Colleen Jobe, vice president of the student-member section.

Howell selected
AWH liaison
Liz Howell, director of
alumni relations, was
named the new liaison with
the Associated Women for
Harding in July. She replaces
Donna Helms, who will
continue as a grants writer
in the advancement office.

Mitchell spends
spring in European
mission fields
Dr. Carl Mitchell, professor
of Bible and consultant for
the Institute for Church &
Family, spent three months
in Italy this spring working
with Avanti ltalia, lecturing
and meeting with small
groups around the country.
Outside of Italy, Mitchell
conducted a couple's retreat
in North Ireland and lectured
and counseled individuals in
Dublin. In Albania he lectured at churches and
presented three lectures at
the University ofVIore for
the English department and
the School of Nursing.
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AROUND CAMPUS
ments all have kitchens, dining
areas and living rooms. Each one
opens off a central courtyard,
which has gas grills, swings and
picnic tables. All suites have cable
television connections and highspeed Ethernet network connections for access to the Internet.
IT'S TIME TO COME HOME. The theme for

Homecoming
2002 is"A Time to Laugh," taken from the wisdom literature of Solomon, and we hope you'll return to
campus this October to share the joy of college
days with your extended Harding family.
Highlights·for Homecoming 2002 include the musical comedy Once Upon aMattress, based on The Princess and the Pea fairy
tale; the return of Harvey the bison for the pep rally, bonfire and football
game; and the family picnic on the grounds ofthe Ganus Athletic Center. You also won't want
to miss fellowship with friends at class and club reunions, the Social Club Fair, the Golden and
Platinum Circle ceremony, and the Black and Gold Banquet.
Join us Oct. 24-26 for a fun family reunion and bring a prospective student, too. For more information about Homecoming, call (501) 279-4276. For more information about Bison Daze, a
program for prospective students during Homecoming, calll-800-477-4407.

I

~~~~~--~----~~~
Musical leads are: Front row: Jimmie Douglass, Mat Faulkner, Joe Bresnahan.Middle row: Adam Sullivan,
Mark Sullivan, Trey Cooke. Bock row: Claudia Stockstill, Abby Smith, Holly McDaniel.

There is a time

tor everything, and a season tor every activity under heaven.
(Eceiesiastes 3 :1)
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University again
listed among best
Naming of Pryor Hall
announced at May
commencement
THE NEW WOMEN'S residence hall
has been named Pryor Hall in
honor of Dr. Neale and Treva Pryor.
Board of trustees chairman Paul
Carter announced the decision at
commencement exercises May 11 ,
where Dr. Pryor was the featured
speaker. The board also awarded
Pryor an honorary doctor of laws
degree, which President David
Burks presented before the 550
graduating seniors received their
diplomas.
A professor of Bible since 1962,
Pryor has also served for 18 years as
vice president for academic affairs
- a position from which he retired
last summer to return to the classroom full time. This year he received the Distinguished Teacher
Award for the third time, making
him one of only 11 faculty members to be honored as a Distinguished Professor. Treva is a fourthgrade teacher at Harding Academy,
where she has taught for 12 years.
The co uple's daughter, Lori ('86)
Sloan, is an assistant professor of
marketing at the University. Their
son, Alan ('84), died in April.
When Carter made the announcement at commencement, he
said, "I don't know of any other
couple who has made such an impact upon this University as the
two of you have. The motion was
seconded by all members in honor
of the contributions the two of you
have made to Harding University."
The $4.75 million facility,
which opened in August, provides
housing for 198 women. The two-,
three- and four-bedroom apart-

U 5. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT magazine has again ranked Harding as
one of the South's best universities .
This is the ninth consecutive year
the University has been recognized
by the magazine's editors.
The University received double
recognition by also being named as
one of the "best values" among universities in the South.
The rankings are in the magazine's 16th annual America's Best
Colleges issue, which went on sale
Sept. 16 at newsstands nationwide ..
Harding was ranked in the top
30 among universities in the South,
behind such notable schools as
Samford University, The Citadel,
James Madison University and the
University of Richmond. In the
"best values" category, the University ranked 1Oth.
Harding is included in the Universities-Master's category, which is
comprised of schools that offer a
full range of undergraduate- and
master's-level programs, but few, if
any, doctoral programs. The 12
states grouped in the magazine's
southern region include those from
West Virginia to Florida and from
Arkansas to the East Coast.

Former board member
Russell dies
DR. DAN RUSSELL, a former member of the board of trustees, died
July 25 in Shreveport, La. He was

77.
Russell served the board for 26
years, which spanned membership
on four committees. He resigned in
October
1999 for
health reasons.
Following
his resignation, his fellow board
members
adopted a
resolution "praising his leadership,
his work in fundraising for the
school, and his willingness to accept every assignment given to
him." The resolution also gave him
"senior status of trusteeship"
among the board.
Senior vice president Floyd
Daniel said Russell was an effective
volunteer, recruiting students and
introducing people to the University.
Russell, a doctor of internal
medicine, first came to Harding
from Shreveport to attend the annual Lectureship. He became a
member of the President's Council
in 1965, serving until his election
to the board in May 1973.
Russell is survived by his wife,
Susie; a son, Dan Earle Russell
('76) of Shreveport; a daughter,
Linda Carpenter ('83) of
Booneville, Ark.; three grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

Bill Spurlock (physical resources), Belva Bel/cock (library), Lora Fleener (information technology services)
and Glenn Dillard (admissions) are the recipients of the 2002 Distinguished Service Awards.

"I remember when I was
growing up seeing older
Army men walk by an
American flag, and they
would stop and salute,
and I would sometimes
see them shed a tear.l
didn't understand then
why they would do this.
But now I understand
what the flag means.
What that flag means to
me is that we are a people from all walks of life.
What that flag means to
me is that we are a nation under God. What
that flag means to me is
that we are a nation that
will never be defeated."
JASON DARDEN, sophomore and member of the
Arkansas National
Guard, who recently
served his country on
the Sinai Peninsula,
speaking in chapel
Sept.11

Quotable
"My dream for Harding is
that the spirit of one·
ness, each willing to
think the other better
than himself, will be the
very heart and core of
the attitude at Harding."
JIM BILL MCINTEER,
board member, speaking
at the faculty conference
Aug.16
"My faith in God is the
strongest source of comfort because I know he
has ultimately a plan for
our kids, and what he
desires is the best plan.l
just have to trust that he
knows best and that he
placed me where I can
take care of kids. So I'll
take care of them the
best I can."
SHAILAJA RAVAL ('98),
nurse at Arkansas Children's Hospital, who
appeared on the nationally- televised series
"ICU-Arkansas Children's
Hospital" in August
HARDI NG · Fall 2002
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Organ elected
to board of college
honor societies
Dr. Dennis Organ, professor
of English and department
chair, was elected to atwoyear term on the board of
the Association of College
Honor Societies (ACHS) at
the group's annual meeting
in February in Baton Rouge,
La.
Organ is executive director of Alpha Chi, the college
honor society with national
headquarters at the University. He represents general
honor societies on the ACHS
board, whose members
come from multiple academic fields rather than single
disciplines.ACHS, with 65
member societies, is the
coordinating agency for
college and university honor
societies.

Dietetics program
receives 10-year
accreditation
IN JUNE the department of family
and consumer sciences received notice of accreditation from the
American Dietetic Association
(ADA) for its Didactic Program in
Dietetics. The program was found
to be in full compliance with all
standards and received the maximum 10-year accreditation, with
the usual five-year interval report.
The decision was based upon a
peer review of the self-study application addressing the 1997 Standards of Education and a site-visit

report. During the site visit in
March, representatives from the
Commission on Accreditation for
Dietetics Education of the ADA reviewed documents such as course
materials and samples of students'
work; assessed resources on campus; and met separately with administrators, students, program
alumni and faculty.
Dr. Lisa Ritchie directs the program, which is one of only six in
Arkansas.
The demand for dietitians is increasing rapidly in response to the
expanding needs of health-care facilities, corporate wellness programs, media influence and
environmental concerns. Involved

Schramm successfully
defends dissertation
Keith Schramm, assistant
professor of physical science, graduated with the
Ph.D.in science education
from Western Michigan University in August.

Simpson awarded
for leadership
in financial aid
Jay Simpson, financial aid
counselor, was selected
rookie of the year by the
Arkansas Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators.The award
recognizes superior leadership in someone who has
been in the profession less
than five years. This is the
second consecutive year a
University professional has
been selected.

Distinguished Lecturers will share their expertise
THE AMERICAN STUDIES

Institute's 2002-03 Distinguished Lecture Series
features three leaders in
the areas of economics,
education, and public and
foreign policy.
Dinesh D'Souza,
speaking Nov.14, is the
Robert and Karen Rishwain Fellow at the Hoover
Institution. He researches
the economy and society,
civil rights and affirmative
action, cultural issues and
politics, and higher education. D'Souza has authored several books, and
his most recent release,
WhatS So Great About
America, is a New York
Times bestseller. D'Souza

served as a senior domestic policy analyst at the
White House during the
Reagan Administration
from 1987 to 1988.
As an Arab-American
who completed his pri-
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mary and secondary education in Palestine, alumnus Khalil E.Jahshan (72)
has a unique perspective
on the Middle East conflict. He is the executive
vice president of the
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee
and the vice president of
the American Committee
on Jerusalem. Jahshan remains in continuous contact with Middle East
leaders and high-ranking
foreign-policy makers. He
will speak March 6.
The final2002-03 Distinguished Lecturer,
William Bennett, will present on April 3. Bennett
has a Ph.D. in philosophy
from the University of
Texas and a law degree
from Harvard. He is currently a distinguished tellow atthe Heritage
Foundation, co-director of
Empower America, chair-

man for the new nationwide project Americans
for Victory Over Terrorism,
and chairman and cofounder of K12, an Internet-based elementary
and secondary school.
Bennett is also a CNN
network contributor. He
has served as President
Reagan's chairman for the
National Endowment for
the Humanities and Secretary of Education, as
well as President George
Bush's"drug czar."
On Sept.12, Walter
Williams, the John M. Olin
Distinguished Professor of
Economics at George
Mason University and author of South Africa's War
On Capitalism, opened
this year's Distinguished
Lecture Series.
All lectures are presented at 7:30p.m. in
Benson Auditorium.

in clinical practice, research, management of food service systems,
food processing, communications
sales and teaching, today's dietitia~
may be employed in many different
organizations, from business and
industry to state and federal research laboratories.
The dietetics program is part of
the department of family and consumer sciences, which also offers
degree programs in child and family sciences and fashion and interiors merchandising.

Achange of face
Spears' published
article describes
computer code
Dr. Marty Spears, associate
professor of math, had an
article titled "The Log F: A
Distribution for All Seasons"
published this spring in the
journal Computational Statistics.The article describes
the use of the Log-F Distribution and gives examples
using a statistical software
package that he and fellow
math professor Dr. Harmon
Brown wrote.

Reece named 2002
Graduate School
Alumnus of the Year
AT THE MINISTRY FORUM in April,
alumni recognized Jack Reece ('70)
of Panama City, Fla., as the 2002
Graduate School of Religion Alumnus of the Year. Reece, who
preaches for the Jenks Avenue
Church of Christ in Panama City,
received the master of arts degree
from the Graduate School in 1971.
He was nominated by current
Graduate School student Daniel
Cherry ('00), who praised him as
the "epitome of balance in the
qualifications of a
good minister. " Cherry
also said,
"Jack is patient, and he
knows what
to say and
Jack Reece
how to say
it. He is a master at encouraging
others to lead and to develop their
talents. "
In his teaching and preaching,
Reece emphasizes the knowledge of
scripture as critical. Citing his
community status, Huffard said,
"Jack Reece is well-known in the
community, and his commitment
to evangelism makes him an ideal
example ofevangelistic preaching
-the theme for this school year."
In his acceptance speech, Reece
asked the audience to applaud the
memory of his late father who was
his example for preaching and
teaching. Reece also expressed his
gratitude to his wife, Pam, for her
many years of loving support. They
have two children.

Students win awards
at national business
competition

New faculty members on campus this fall include: Front row: Elizabeth Lee, instructor of nursing; Oneal Tankersley, missionary-in-residence; Dr. Nathan Mills,
assistant professor ofbiology; Stacy Schoen, assistant professor ofart; Jay Walls, assistant professor ofmusic and foreign language. Middle row: Jonathan Picklesimer, assistant professor ofbusiness; David White, experiential support coordinator/counselor; Tim Westbrook, visiting missionary; Steve Guymon, assistant
professor ofkinesiology; Fielden Allison, visiting missionary. Back row: Dr. lane Gastineau, associate professor of computer engineering; Dr. Chaney Floyd, associate professor of education.

Physical resources, press facilities named for Tucker
THE UNIVERSITY'S BOARD of
trustees has named the school's
new physical resources building in
honor of senior vice president Lott
R. Tucker Jr.
The dedication ceremony, held
May 10, recognized Tucker's surplus of five decades' service to the
University. Following his graduation from Harding in 1951, Tucker
joined the staff of the business office. He was named vice president
for finance in 1970, and in 1996 he
was appointed senior vice president
and chief financial officer. He retired as chief financial officer in
1998, but retained his duties as senior vice president.

Commenting on Tucker's contributions, President Burks said,
"The development of the campus
has always been a passion for Lott.
In response to his exceptional leadership contributions to the mission
of the University, the board wanted

to name this building in his honor."
The physical resources building
is a 40,000 square-foot facility built
in 2000. The $1.2 million construction houses all offices and related work areas for Harding's
physical resources department,
which employs 50. It is also home
to Harding Press.

Members of the University's chapter of FBLA-Phi
Beta Lambda, a national
intercollegiate business
organization, placed in their
respective events at the
national competition in
Nashville, Tenn.,June 25-28.
Lee Abbruzzese ('02) of
Zelienople, Pa., won fifth
place in economics; Ryan
Kirksey ('02) of Houston
won sixth place in marketing; and Nicole Richmond of
O'Fallon, Mo., won 10th
place in finance.

Teague receives
FCS credential
Rebecca Teague, director
of Career Counseling and
Placement and an adjunct
in the department of family
and consumer sciences,
earned the Certified in Family and Consumer Sciences
credential in May.

Web site recognized
by software company
The University'sWeb site
was chosen as the July
School of the Month by
SchooiWorld Software, a
computer service and consulting company. The site,
which had 319,755 hits in
August, is maintained by Information Technology Services.

Receiving congratulations from Roy and Marjotie
Sawyer ofSardis, Miss., Lott Tucker happily greets
friends following the dedication of the physico/
resources and press facility.
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ATHLETICS
:Jelines
Outstanding athletes
receive 2002
Berryhill Awards
Tennis player Jacobo Martinez and basketball player
Mindy Napier-Cooper were
awarded the 2002 Berryhill
Awards, which are given to
the University's top senior
male and female athletes.
Martinez completed his
career with a 40-27 singles
record and a 40-23 doubles
mark. The San Luis Potosi,
Mexico, native is atwo-time
all-conference honoree and
the 2001 Gulf South Conference West Division Player of
the Year.
Napier-Cooper led the
Lady Bisons in scoring at
12.4 points per game in her
senior season. Anative of
Greenland, Ark., she is the
ninth leading scorer in Lady
Bison history.

Ragsdale named
assistant athletics
director
Athletics director Greg
Harnden announced in July
the promotion of Janis
Ragsdale to assistant athletics director. Ragsdale, who
received her master's degree in kinesiology education this summer, is in her
eighth year in the kinesiology department. She became the University's first
senior women's administrator in 1999 and is continuing in that role.

Women's soccer
sets three records
A9-0 win over Millsaps
College of Jackson, Miss.,
was a record setter for the
Lady Bison soccer team.
Three new standards were
achieved: goals, largest margin of victory and most
goals in a half (6). Freshman
forward Megan Hatcher became only the fifth Lady
Bison to score a hat trick
(three goals) in a game. The
team is 1-2 after three neutral site games at Christian
Brothers University in Memphis, Tenn.
The men's team, facing
tough opposition, has struggled to a 0-3 start.
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Bison baseball tops 30
wins on way to playoffs
THE 2002 BASEBALL TEAM MADE
history as the first Bison squad to
win more than 30 games, finishing
the season 32-17 and breaking the
school record of 28 wins set by the
1994 team.
Head coach Shane Fullerton's
troops finished third in the Gulf
South Conference (GSC) West Division wirh a 14-9 mark and qualified for their first postseason berth
in more than a decade.
The Bisons then sent shock
waves through the GSC by winning rheir first two tournament
games against nationally-ranked
University ofNorrh Alabama and
University of Alabama-Huntsville.
The team finished third in the
tournament, and freshman pitcher/
designated hitter Justin Cone was
named Most Outstanding Player.
Postseason performance saw the
Bisons ranked in the NCAA Division II poll for the first time in history, climbing as high as 27th.
Cone became only the third
Bison and the first freshman to lead
the team in both batting average
(.378) and earned-run average
(2.00). After going 44 at bats without a horne run, Cone tied Mike
Moody's record with 11 horne runs
over his final 67 at bats. He also
drove in 37 of his 40 runs over the
same 20-garne stretch. As a pitcher,
Cone had a 0.90 earned-run average as a reliever and posted a 5-2
overall record.
Fellow freshman Sean Camilleri
also played a key role in the team's
success. Camilleri was second on
the team with a .354 average. He
led the team with 15 doubles and
was named second team All-GSC.
Several other Bisons also turned
in outstanding hitting performances. Junior outfielder Stephen
Smith batted .333 with eight horne
runs and 32 RBis to earn first team
All-GSC honors. Sophomore third
baseman Morgan Trotter demo!ished the Bisons single-season RBI
record of 46 by driving in 54 runs
and leading the team with 59 hits.
Seniors Ben James (.312), Gary
Albritton (.312) and Kenny

ATHLETICS •
Sprenger (.295) closed out their careers with outstanding seasons.
Juniors Aaron Gurley, Brandon
Denison and Matt Walter started
36 of the Bisons' 49 games on the
mound. Gurley, a second-team allconference honoree, finished 7-2
with a 4.95 earned-run average.
Denison, who signed a professional
baseball contract wirh the Philadelphia Phillies early in the summer,
had a 7-3 record and 60 strikeouts.
Walter went 5-5 wirh a 4.81 earnedrun average and struck out 45.

Tennis teams achieve
national rankings
BOTH THE MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
tennis teams completed their seasons ranked nationally in the Intercollegiate Tennis Association Top
40, as head coach David Elliott ran
his streak of winning seasons to 28
for the men and 11 for the women.
The Lady Bisons completed
their season 21-8, ranked 21st in
the final national poll and fourth in
the South Region. It was the team's
sixth 20-win season and the rhird
in the last four years. The team advanced to the finals of the South
Region Tournament before falling
to the University ofWest Florida.
Seniors Eva and Pernilla Axel!son led the attack. Eva, ranked seventh in South Region singles,
compiled a 21-5 singles record and
17-8 mark. Pernilla, ranked 12th in
singles, earned first team All-Gulf
South Conference (GSC) honors
going 17-7 in singles and 16-8 in
doubles. Also earning second team
all-conference honors were junior
Daniela Corrales and senior Laura
Tollett. Corrales, Tollett and Eva
Axelsson all earned Academic AllDistrict accolades as well.
The men, who finished the season ranked 40rh nationally and
sixrh in the South Region, cornpleted rheir season 17-6 overall and
advanced to the NCAA Division II
South Regional Tournament for rhe
third straight year.
Senior Jacobo Martinez, 11th in
the South Region singles rankings,
compiled a 14-7 singles record and
a 12-7 doubles mark to earn first
team All-GSC honors.
David Ferreira, the 13th-ranked
singles player in the region,

notched a 14-1 singles record to
earn the team's second straight
GSC Freshman of rhe Year award.
Ferreira, freshman Andrew Giron
and junior Artur Sikora were
named second team all-conference.

Lady Bison volleyball
takes Classic title
THE WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM
raced to an 8-2 start.
Traveling to the Minnesota State
University-Mankato Labor Day Invitational, the team swept both St.
Cloud State University and Concordia University-St. Paul by 3-0
scores. They then fell 3-1 to host
Minnesota-Mankato and 3-2 to
#2-ranked South Dakota State
University. Junior Veronica Piech
and sophomore Kate Kennedy
earned all-tournament honors and
were named Gulf South Conference defensive and offensive players
of the week, respectively.
Head coach Keith Giboney's
squad notched a perfect 4-0 record
while hosting the Harding University Classic at the Rhodes Field
House. The Lady Bisons pounded
University of Montevallo 3-1,
recording their first-ever victory
against rhe Lady Falcons in seven
meetings. The team then swept
Southeastern Oklahoma State University 3-0 in a match that lasted
just under one hour. On day two of
the Classic, they met previously unbeaten Ferris State University and
downed the Bulldogs 3-1 with senior Leslie Hollingsworth setting a
school record with seven service
aces in the match. The Lady Bisons
closed out their highly successful
weekend
with a 3-0
shutout of
Missouri
Southern State College. Piech and
Kennedy again earned
all-tournament honors.
Playing at horne, the
I<
Lady Bisons next foiled
!;!
Lyon College's unbeaten
~
~
season, allowing them
~
only 40 points in the 30 victory.

They followed wirh a 3-0 victory
over Rhodes College, which extended their winning streak to six.
· Early in the season, Piech and
fellow junior Shaila Farley became
only the second and third Lady
Bisons to reach the 1,000-career
dig plateau.

Cross country teams
ranked high
COMING OFF A FIFTH-PLACE TIE
last season at the NCAA Division
II National Meet in Slippery Rock,
Pa., expectations are high for the
men's cross country team.
Under the direction of new head
coach Steve Guymon, the Bisons
are ranked fourth in Division II
and first in the South Region
coaches' poll released in September.
Leading the Bison contingent is
sophomore All-American Jacob 1
Rotich, last season's South Region
individual champion and a 15thplace finisher at nationals. Other
returning Bisons include junior
Scott Wietecha, a two-time All-Gulf
South Conference honoree, and
sophomore Reed Fisher, who earned
all-conference honors last season.
Juniors Ezekiel Koech and Maciej Miereczko and freshmen Ben
Collins and Emmanuel Molot are
providing depth for the Bisons and
should pick up valuable points.
The women's cross country
team entered the season ranked
third in rhe NCAA Division II
South Region, returning five of
their top six runners from last year.
Senior Hanna Ritakallio, a twotime Gulf South Conference individual champion and All-American
in 2000, leads a Lady Bison team
favored to earn their third straight
conference championship. Janet
Kogo, the team's top finisher at nationals last season and a two-time
all-conference performer, returns
for her junior season. Junior Sarah
Shields and sophomore Helen Singoei join junior Sarah Reardon, another all-conference honoree, as
returning letter winners. Terri Harding, who ran in two races in 2001,
is likely to move into the top seven
this season.
Newcomers include freshmen
Jessica Cornett, Abby Rodenbeck
and junior Alicia Williamson.

Coming up from behind, Tim Polk is ready to assist Kevin Smith as he makes a tackle during the game with East Central University.

Football campaign begins with two victories

Sidelines

BISON FOOTBALL OPENED the season 2-0 for the first time since
1999 with horne non-conference
victories over University of Missouri-Rolla (23-15) and East Central University (34-23).
Against Rolla, the Bisons used a
solid rushing attack led by freshmen tailbacks DeJuan Patton and
Dondtray Thomas. Patton carried
13 times for 116 yards, and
Thomas rushed for 129 yards on
20 carries. It was only rhe sixth
time in school history that the
Bisons had two 100-yard rushers in
the same game and the first time
any freshman rushed for 100 yards
in his debut. Patton and Thomas
were filling in for senior Robert
Lolohea, who missed the game
with a knee injury.
Junior quarterback Freddie
Langston threw for one touchdown
and rushed for another, completing
15 of24 passes for 225 yards. Junior kicker Coy Nance connected
on three of four field goals, two of
two extra points, and punted twice
for a 40.0-yard average, earning
Gulf South Conference Special
Teams Player of the Week. He was
also recognized by the Weekly Football Gazette as Co-National Special

Tennis teams take
scholastic titles

Teams Player of the Week for the
second time in his career.
Harding was without Langston
against East Central University.
The Searcy native injured his
throwing shoulder against Rolla,
and senior Matt Underwood
stepped in and scored his first career touchdown on a 20-yard run
in the second quarter. Underwood,
who missed part of the game with
an injured leg, finished the game
nine of20 for 106 yards. In Underwood's absence, senior Mike McCain carne in as quarterback and
completed two passes, both for
touchdowns, including a 35-yard
strike to Demarcus Calhoun for rhe
game's final touchdown.
Lolohea returned to the Harding backfield in the second game
and recorded his third career 1DOyard rushing game with 113 yards
on 21 carries and two touchdowns.
Junior wide receiver Santiago
Collins had four catches for 60
yards and one touchdown and becarne only the sixth Bison with
more rhan 1,500 career-receiving
yards. The leader of the defense was
junior linebacker Tim Polk wirh 15
tackles, only two short of his own
school record.

Harding was the only
school in NCAA Division II to
have both tennis teams
named Intercollegiate Tennis
Association All-Academic.
The women compiled a 3.7
team grade-point average,
and the men posted a 3.2.

Three compete
at track nationals
Three Bisons qualified for
the 2002 NCAA Division II
National Track and Field
Meet in San Angelo, Texas,
May 25-27.
After winning his heat in
the 5,000 meters, sophomore Jacob Rotich raced to
a ninth-place finish in the
finals with a time of
14:50.48.Senior David
Scharff placed 10th in the
3,000- meter steeplechase,
finishing in 9:44.63. Sophomore Tyler Kemmerer broke
his own school record in the
400-meter dash, running a
47.39,and finished 10th
overall.
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Putting premed into practice
·~· ENIOR PREMED/BIOLOGY MAJOR I<YLE BIELEFELD IS THINKING PEDIATRICS, but keeping his options

open. Wide open. He's even considered applying for medical programs that offer a simultaneous M.D. and
Ph.D., which is one reason he cho e to spend his summer in labs at the University ofTexas Southwestern
Medical Center in Dallas. • "It was a test to see ifi really love research or not," Bielefeld says. • The verdict? "I am
definitely more interested in patient care, but I would still like to be involved in any kind of clinical trials."
After working in immunology and pathology research, the importance of clinical trials is clear to Bielefeld, who has witnessed the
labs at Southwestern collaborate to provide doctors with better
treatment options. His own work included genetically tagging surface-cell receptors with a fluorescent protein and experimenting
with T cells.
By modeling T cell activation, Bielefeld's lab director,
Cristo ph Weulfing, hopes to discover how the cell works, which will
eventually allow scientists to program it to attack and kill other cells
it normally would not.
"It's like you've got a car and you know what it does, but you're

not sure how it works," Bielefeld explains. "So you open the hood
and rip the engine apart to figure out how it works before you decide to try to race it on the tracks. We're trying to figure out how a
T cell works and why it moves."
After 10 weeks of loading protein gels and western blots, Bielefeld has realized he does not have a passion for research. But his experience at Southwestern has afforded him a worthwhile extension
to his education, helping him to better understand the process and
progress of science.
"Research revolves around making buffers and following a
recipe," he says. "If it works- good; if it doesn't, do it over.

l(yle Bielefeld checks to make sure two bacteria/samples are thawed in preparation for transformation.
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"I came here expecting everything to work," he admits. "But
there have been things I have had to do three or four times."
Only half joking, Bielefeld defines the research in his building as
five minutes of running around and pulling hair out, followed by an
hour of sitting and waiting for things to develop. The routine's lack
of human interaction is a negative for this "people" person summer
swim coach and youth ministry intern. "I've realized that patient
care will be my main objective," he says.
Those patients will probably be children, due largely to the influence of Dr. Sam Shultz, Bielefeld's favorite mentor. Shultz works with
pediatric clinics and Children's Hospital in Little Rock, Ark., and has
invited Bielefeld to accompany him on two separate occasions.
"One time I went to the clinic, and one time I went to the emergency room with him," Bielefeld says. "Sometimes with shadowing
you go for just a couple of hours, but I've really enjoyed going with
him for the full eight hours both times. You get to see everything,
and Dr. Sam's really good."
Bielefeld has much to say about Dr. Sam, who has offered him a
motivating sneak preview into the world of pediatrics. "Being able
to actually see someone practice medicine like that - I know that I
want.to practice medicine more than I want to do research."
Based on what he's heard, the University has provided him a
strong foundation to help him reach his M.D. goal. "There was one
guy in my lab starting medical school at Southwestern this fall from
Johns Hopkins, which is a fairly small school as well, but he didn't
know any of his professors, the doctorates or anything like that,"
Bielefeld says. "It's mostly the graduate assistants who teach the
classes, or if a professor teaches a class, you can't go talk to him because he's doing research."
Bielefeld enjoyed shocking his co-worker with anecdotes of the
student-teacher relationships at Harding, telling how Dr. Dennis
Province took him fishing and all the professors put their home
phone numbers on the syll:;J,bus.
The two also compared notes about course material. "He's a biology major, and we've had a lot of the same classes. He even has a

Creighton University
East Tennessee State University
Emory University
Florida State University
Ohio University
Oklahoma State University
St. Louis University
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ical shadowing opportunities, and students
receive a solid foundation for understanding
medicine, both in theory and in practice. It's
a winning combination for medical school
applicants, who have earned acceptance to 60
schools across the nation.
When writing recommendations to medical schools, Duke mentions both the curricular and extracurricular activities in which the
student is involved.
"I try to show that they are academically
capable - that is important. I also show and
tell things they are active in, show that they
have had enough medical experiences to
know what they are getting into." Often
those medical experiences include domestic
or foreign medical missions and research participation, such as Bielefeld's Southwestern
research internship.

textbook he picked up to do some reading before he came, and it
ended up being a textbook one of my professors had lent me from
school. His professor had suggested it to him. So I know I am getting a really good education."

Preparation
Bielefeld's good education requires pacing through a stringent series of classes and labs, which cover inorganic and organic chemistry,
biochemistry, physics, biology and calculus. The path is eased only
through the collective effort of what may referred to as the science
"family'' - a supportive fellowship of peers and instructors who are
often seen working and studying together in the outer office of the
chemistry deparrment.
"They all joke about living in the science building," says Dr.
Debbie Duke, adviser for the premedical program. "But I think they
enjoy being together. I don't think it's much of a burden."
As Duke points out, the nature of science classes requires a good
quantity of homework, which means students frequently come in to
ask their professors questions. The teachers are responsible for teaching students not only how to think science, but how to do science.
"That's one thing I love about our professors," she says. "They
may be in their offices for more than an hour with one student, trying to help him understand.
"They care about the students. They are willing to go the extra
mile to help, and they are committed to preparing our students for
life, not just for medical school."
Bielefeld agrees that the professors are one of the strongest features of the premedical program, which this year escorted 17 students, the largest group in University history, to medical schools.
"Dr. Don England in organic chemistry is phenomenal because
he knows everything and teaches the class really well. Nothing ever
surprised me after I had that class in terms of not having seen it before." Bielefeld also believes Dr. Steve Moore's and Dr. Mike Plummer's classes provided extensive preparation for the MCAT.
The MCAT, which comprises writing, verbal reasoning, physical
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University of Mississippi
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University of Texas, San Antonio
University of Texas, Southwestern
University of Washington
Wake Forrest University
Washington University
Wright State University

The mark of a good candidate

sciences and biological sciences sections, is a major factor in gaining
acceptance to medical school.
"It's not something you can prepare for by studying a month or
two. It's something you prepare for your first three years of college,"
Duke says. "You've got to know organic chemistry, physics and biology."
Bielefeld echoes Duke, saying that even great facilities won't balance the scales of weak classes. "I studied, but everything I studied
for the MCAT, I'd already seen," he says. "It was all review." Bielefeld's preparation is a great tribute to University professors.
Pair them with the 50 health-care professionals who offer med-

Bielefeld believes a successful premedical
student will be marked with a genuine interest in science and good study habits. Duke
agrees. Science classes build on each other,
and medicine builds on the culmination of
undergraduate studies in science, so would-be
doctors and researchers must learn and retain.
Says Duke, "The important thing if you
want to get into med school is that you're
learning to learn because you're going to be
tested on that material over and over, not just
at midterm or the end of the semester. You've
got to learn it for life, not just an exam."
That's not to say that a student must
major in a science to go to medical school.
Duke encourages students to seek a degree in
whatever they want and integrate a core set of
science classes into their regular study.
"Medical schools are opposed to specialization in undergraduate work," she explains.
"What they ask us to do is give the students a
very strong liberal arts education with enough
science to get started. They say they'll teach
them the sciences." Even now, University
graduates from the fields of accounting, English and Spanish are attending medical schools.
"There's a whole lot more to being a physician- you know science is important, but it's not everything. You've got to relate to
people," says Duke. Interpersonal skills are important, and that's
where the University's premedical program is uniquely strong. For
the students are not only diligent in their studies, they are active and
involved in the University, the community and the church. In fact
Bielefeld rounds out studying with responsibilities as a resident assistant and memberships in the Devita biology club and Kappa
Gamma Beta social club.
As Duke points out, "Those are the kind of people med schools
are looking for - well balanced." lHI
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To treat the intangible

T

HE MIND IS THE HEART OF THE MATTER

J

for second-year medical studentJeremyThompson ('00).

Most medical students don't choose a field until third-year rotations, but Thompson decided on psychiatry
before arriving at Washington University in fall2001. • "With all branches of medicine, you're dealing

with very organic problems that are very tangible, fixable and well understood," he explains. "But you don't get to
the crux of the matter, which is, 'What does someone think about his own existence? What do they think about
being a human? Why do they think they're here, and why do they
think they think what they think?'
"They are confused about themselves, their place in the world,
their place with God, and what's going on with their bodies. All of
these things are filtered through the mind and perceived through
the mind. That's really the only tool we all have to interpret our environment, be it physical or spiritual, so if it's not working right,
nothing else is going to work right."

as the domestic abuse each participant has either suffered or inflicted. Thoughtfully sifting through the new interactions, he understands the depth of real problems more each day.
Unfortunately, Thompson cannot process the interactions with
his instructors. "There is no relationship with the professors," he
says. "They are just faculty members. There are 121 of us, and the
same person never lectures more than four or five times." Those lectures, which are transcribed and available in text and audio versions

Thompson prefers psychiatry because what it treats is unique to
humans. This summer he ducked into the research side of the field,
gathering information for the Family Study of Cocaine Dependents.
The study looks at two possible factors for cocaine addiction, social
and biological, and includes a three-hour comprehensive psychiatric
interview and a blood sample. The goal is to better understand cocaine addiction and possibly discover a biological predisposition to it.
While Thompson decidedly prefers clinician work to the redtaped world of research, he has soaked up his experience with the
project participants. "You can say things about people making bad
decisions -making their own choices- and that is very true," he
says.
"However, it is very different in that sometimes it is much easier
to make certain choices than others." He compares the complexity
of asking his clients to suddenly make all the right choices to asking
a Christian who grew up in a family of Christians to forsake Christ.
"It's possible, but there are some familial things that are much
harder to go against than we realize."
Stepping out of the upper-middle class comfort zone, Thompson
has an authentic glimpse of what reality is like for a large part of the
population. He draws blood from both HIV and Hepatitus C participants and talks to schizophrenics who take cocaine to self-medicate because they can't afford health care. He hears of felonies each
study participant, without exception, has been convicted of, as well

online, allow him to be at home with his wife while studying, but
further breach contact with teachers. It's an educational paradigm
shift from Harding, which emphasizes teaching rather than research.
As an undergraduate chemistry major and kicker for the Bison
football team, Thompson benefited from relationships with professors and coaches. Coach Randy Tribble is the reason he came to
Harding, and the physical science department is the reason Thompson is now at Washington University.
He easily recounts invaluable friendships with Drs. Dennis Matlock and Debbie Duke, guidance from Dr. David Cole, the kindness of Dr. Ed Wilson, and a conversation about deism with Dr.
Lambert Murray. "Teaching moments are hard to define," he says.
"They are here and there, in the class, in the hall, and if you're not
around, you can't be guaranteed that you'll be a part of those."
Dr. Don England taught Thompson one of the toughest lessons,
calling him into his office after he flunked a quiz. "He told me if I
was going to be a doctor, I couldn't make the silly mistakes I had
been making because I would kill a patient. He was harsh because
he thought I could do better." The encounter marks the first of four
semesters with England, who Thompson still thinks about often.
"He pushed the right buttons for me, and he was definitely my
favorite," he says. "I respected him for the effort he put into his
work.
"He encouraged me to take it to a new level with what you ex-
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pect from yourself academically. I had never had that before, and I
really needed it. I would have never made it without that."
But the absence of personal attention from professors in medical
school classrooms does not discourage Thompson, who finds two
cardinal incentives pacing him through the rigorous courses.
"What motivates me in the short term, to not go to bed for an-

other two hours, is a fear of failure," he says. "What motivates me in
the long term, to think that I am going to pull through for the next
five, six, seven, eight years, is that this is what I am called to do.
This is my role."
For him psychiatry is the pinnacle of medicine, holding enough
intrigue to prompt a lifetime of study. IHI
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''And they call it the wailing wall where they post the scores,"
Luke adds.
Now in their individual residencies, Luke and Caroline continue
the intense learning process, facing ethical conundrums of how to
decide when to take a child off life support and what to do to counteract a consumer-modeled health-care system, which dictates priority must be given to the wealthier customer.
And there are even more personal sacrifices in this phase. Caroline, who is on call many weeknights and often works 36-hour
shifts, winces at the thought of missing church and time with other
Christians. Luke adds, only half joking, "When you are on call four
nights a week, sleeping in the hospital, you think, 'What does my
bed feel like?'"
But the Smiths work hard to dismiss the negative and focus on
the positive. "We did choose these programs knowing that they
would push us," Caroline admits. So instead of complaining, they
think of their favorite things. "The relationships with fellow residents, having a Christian family to fall back on, a church family, a

The power of two
AROLINE (CLEMENTS, '96) SMITH TREATS

the Coleman Road Church of Christ youth group to home-

made coffee brownies while her husband, Luke ('96), fends off an energetic tackler. These two have an easy
connection with the youth, who soon circle the room on five mismatched couches to discuss Joshua and
the promised land. Each of the 11 students contributes to the conversation, obviously comfortable with and accustomed to sharing their thoughts with Luke and Caroline. • It is a special evening for the resident Drs. Smith rarely do they find themselves off on the same Wednesday night, released from the 80-hour work week of on-call and moonlighting.
Tonight they have time to mingle, lead and encourage. They exit the
church building in stages: goodbyes to the youth, hellos to the parents, and two parking lot conversations, one in Spanish. Finally it is
time to go home, and as they pull onto their street in Durham,
N.C., the next group of youth greets them, this one elementary
school children.
Caroline rolls down her window to listen to the stories of three
little neighbors. A young boy has new braces, two are in tennis
camp, and will she come play tennis with them? Yes, she will. Children love Caroline and Luke, so it comes as no surprise that she is a
senior pediatric resident at Duke University Medical Center, and he
is halfway through a residency for child and adolescent psychiatry at
the University of North Carolina Neurosciences Hospital.
Though their faces and interactions reveal nothing but kindness,
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the journey to M.D. and beyond has been demanding for both, requiring sacrifices and posing all varieties of challenges. "I feel like
when you finish college, you think, 'Nothing has ever been as hard
as that was,"' Caroline says. "Then you get to medical school, and
you think, 'Nothing is ever as hard as medical school, this is so
hard.' Then you get to residency, and again you think, 'Nothing is
as hard.' At every step you think it cannot get harder, but it does."
The Smiths attended medical school at the University of Arkansas in Little Rock. Luke says "transforming" is his ideal word to describe his experience, but "humbling" is the more perfect descriptor.
"I can remember in my second year of medical school sitting on the
couch, studying and thinking, 'Oh my goodness, what have I gotten
myself into,' and calling up everybody who is a doctor and asking,
'Is it possible? Can I really do this?"'
"There is so much competition," Caroline explains. "They post
scores for every test."

Dr. Luke Smith

husband who understands what I am going through - these are
helpful," she says.
"When I think about the sacrifices we're making, I think about
what might help distinguish a non-Christian from a Christian going
through this process," says Luke. "The difference is in your reasons
for going into medicine.
"I think what will separate a believer from a non-believer often
times is the higher calling, that you're doing medicine in the image
of Christ, the great physician. So when the sacrifices are staring you
in the face, hopefully you can look at what your real priority is and
why you are doing this."
Serving is the goal, and both of these doctors are committed to
it, physically and spiritually. Luke and Caroline have a heart for
medical mission work and have spent time helping in the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Honduras. Their mentors include their fathers, both of whom are doctors who participate in medical
missions, and Bruce and Dale Woodall, doctors who serve in a rural
setting in northeast Tennessee.
"I think now it is a question of where and how we can be missionaries," says Caroline.
They have already started ministering, shining a light for Christ
in their neighborhood, at their church, and in their residencies.
They pray for their patients. Caroline cooks for her co-workers at
the hospital, and she hopes to learn more Spanish in order to work
with the underserved Spanish-speaking population in the area. Luke
leads the youth group at the church and practices loving his patients
with no strings attached. "I am realizing a missionary doesn't have to
be somebody overseas growing a beard," he says.
Luke is attracted to psychiatry because of the relational aspect,
which affords him opportunities, if only indirectly, for ministry. He
enjoys the process of watching his patients progress, and when
someone who was previously suicidal smiles, he can smile, too.
Caroline feels the best days in pediatrics are when she is able to
console a parent, explaining the illness the child has and the treatment for it. "To have them look at me and know they've understood
that, and to know they feel comfortable and very reassured - to me
that is the neatest feeling," she says. "Kids are fun all the time, so
that doesn't change."
According to Luke, the motto of medicine is: "See one, do one,
teach one." As he and Caroline near the end of the learning process,
they have started teaching third-year med students and interns.
Each new teaching rotation is a reminder that their time as students
will soon expire.
Perhaps Caroline best expresses the feelings experienced by both:
"It is the culmination, and it's exciting. It's worth i t - I can say that
to new interns. The kids give you cards, blow you kisses, sing songs.
"You think about sacrifices, but you have to remember what
you've gained along the way." lHI
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by TOM BUTERBAUGH
photography by JEFF MONTGOMERY

From the outside,

the new blends so
seamlessly with the old that one might not even notice
the wellness addition to the Ganus Athletic Center. But
word has quickly spread about the facilities inside, judging by the popularity of the new 5,000 square-foot wellness center. The facility, which opened this summer, has
approximately 76 stations utilizing the latest equipment,
including Magnum weight-training machines, reclining
bicycles and treadmills, and Precor elliptical trainers. The
addition also has
Junior Kevin Redd presses the handles of the
8,000 square feet
pee deck together, strengthening his chest.
containing an athletic training lab,
human performance
lab, computer lab,
two classrooms and
four offices. lHI
Junfor Nick Howelfyiv'es

"Harding needed this new

his biceps o I'IOrkout.

facility to accommodate
the growing student body. We
have more students and
therefore, an

upgraded

workout facility was necessary.
I think it's a great addition."
Jimmy DeSisso, senior

Staying out of the late summer heat, faculty member Dr. Duane Warden (second from left) runs on the treadmills with junior Travis
Terrell, senior Heather Golightly and freshman Becky Tankersley.
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FROM METAL
to MANAGER,
LAVERN RICHEY
HAS EXPERIENCED

A

•

•

rtnttn
•

by JAMIE LOCKWOOD
photography by JEFF MONTGOMERY

when newspapers received stories off the literal wire and setting type meant inked
fingers, Lavern Richey ended a three-year apprenticeship at the Imboden (Ark.) journal and began his
first job as a Linotype operator at Harding Press. Today, Richey is the manager of Harding Press, and
while he has traded the little metal chair in front of the Linotype machine for an office chair, he still
demonstrates a ready familiarity with presses - both old and new. In 1962 there was only hot
metal type, and Richey knew how to use it. Keystroking letters to mats that were cast onto metal at 500 degrees,
he created lines of type, which were then placed into a roller and rubbed over to produce a print. Headlines were
ORTY YEARS AGO,

done by hand, one letter at a time.
"I set the Bison; I set the Petit Jean, and we did everything off of
that machine," Richey says. "That was the only thing we had."
Those days of setting hot type stretched long, often 12-15
hours when a deadline approached. In fact, it took an entire week
of extended hours to print the Bison. "We used to stay up late, way
late, and student editors
for the Bison
and Petit
jean had to
stay up all
hours of the night, too," he says. "Of course, we don't have to do
that now."
Today computers and litho printing have replaced metal type,
and Richey has long since left the Linotype machine. As computer-generated type entered, he transferred to paste-up, arranging
layouts and paginating. In 1987 he was named to the managerial
position.
Herman West, previous manager of Harding Press, recom-
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mended Richey for the job. "I told Dr. Burks the best one would
be Lavern Richey because I trained him and taught him all I
know."
Indeed there is a lot to know to manage a business that has
made transitions from Linotype operators to graphic designers,
metal type to Macintosh G4s and Scitex machines, and one color
platen presses
to two-color
Ryobiand
Heidelberg
presses.
As manager, Richey's responsibilities include hiring employees, pricing
jobs, securing customers, ordering stock and ink, overseeing the
products, and meeting deadlines for each job. If the job stresses
him, though, no one would ever know it. He is the picture of
calm.
"It's kind of hectic and stressful sometimes, but it's been enjoyable," says Richey.
Perhaps some of the most enjoyable moments have come

through personal interaction. Micah San Juan, a senior graphic design major who interned at the Press last spring says, "Lavern is
constanrly in contact with all the workers in the press shop. He
just ties in really good relations with business." In fact, San Juan
enjoyed his internship at Harding Press so much that he has returned this fall to operate the presses as a student worker.
Jim Miller, adviser for student publications, also esteems
Richey's work and relational skills. "I appreciated the quality of
work the press achieved under his direction. He always made sure
the Bison staff was happy with his work- that meant a lot to me
as the adviser."
Under Richey's guidance, Harding Press has doubled its output,
filling 200 orders each month without any additional staff. It has
also made the transition from printing black and white to color
and processing all four-color work in-house, as opposed to sending
out for separations. In recent years, the Press has added wedding
invitations, graduation announcements and club bids to its sales
menu and has impressively recruited out-of-state business, which
increases gross sales. Indeed, San Juan hit the mark in saying that
Richey is a good businessman, as well as a good man.
With four decades of diligence trailing him, Richey teeters on
the brink of retirement- "teeters" because he is proving difficult
to replace.
Who else will appreciate the old 1962 flat-bed Heidelberg press

used for perforation and scoring or remember that the original
Harding Press was housed where the Mabee Business building is
now located? Who will miss the metal type letters that were lost in
last year's move to a new shop in the Tucker building? And most
importantly, who will reveal the same 40-year dedication to the
University print shop?
Yes, Richey has an intimidating legacy packed with 40 years of
humming presses, clicking stitchers and millions of projects completed in a room tinged with cleaner fluid fumes. "I feel like it's
home," he says. And so it is.
Three weeks after Richey started work, he married Linda, and
this October they celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary. They
have watched their two sons grow up here, attending both the
Academy and the University, and together Lavern and Linda, who
worked on campus for 28 years, have served the University for 68
years.
"Harding has been really good to me and my family," he says.
"It's been a great place to work, a great town to live in. I'll miss the
students, the people I work with, the Harding people, and also the
townspeople."
While there is a hint of a bittersweet recognition about moving
on, Richey is looking forward to more time for golfing and gardening. After 40 years marked by transitions, the biggest one for
Richey may be adjusting to a life without printing. !HI
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MFT program offers students
a lesson in the balance between •

res
by APRIL MOUSER
photography by JEFF M0 NTG OM ERY

graduating class from the Marriage and
Family Therapy (MFT) program included a grandmother,
a hypnotist, a husband and wife, and an artist. The roads
that led them to the program are as varied as their descriptions. But for all their differences, what ties MFT students
together is their desire to help people - people who often represent a segment of society others ignore. • Drug abuse, domestic and sexual abuse,
HE MOST RECENT

and marital therapy are the areas MFT students spend the most time counseling in at
local schools, psychiatric wards, a chemicaldependency treatment center, and the
MFT Clinic in the University's Counseling
Center.
After beginning the 60-semester-hour
course program in August, students begin
seeing clients on their own in the third semester (May or June), and they continue to
see them in the MFT clinic for the remainder of their studies, sometimes up to the
day before graduation.
"There are opportunities here (in White
County) to serve a rural population that
provides a cross-section of individual and
family situations," MFT director Dr. Lew
Moore says. "No one would ever see these
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people if we didn't see them."
At a time when the going rate for therapy is $150 per hour, the clinic's $10 an
hour fee is much more palatable. Moore
says they waive 20 percent of those charges.
"We knew the need was out there," he
says. "We are sensitive to the fact that there
are limited resources due to cost, availability and accessibility."

Responding to a Need
But even he did not foresee how great
that need was when the program admitted
students for the first time in the fall of
1993, and they subsequently began seeing
clients in the clinic. "I never realized there
would be this level and volume of response," he says. "It's not uncommon on

Tuesday or Thursday to have 50-60 appointments. We average 40-50 family units
per week. There are 10 therapy rooms, and
many days we don't have space available. "
Mollie Davis of Cabot, Ark., who recently began seeing clients on her own, was
acutely aware of the need. She got married
in June 200 I, a matter of weeks before entering the program that August. "So many
marriages are failing," she says. "I wanted
to help."
What she wasn't prepared for was the
depth of the program. "I didn't know it
would be so diverse," she says. "We work
with adolescent males who are chemically
dependent .. . I had no idea. It encapsules
everything."
In addition to the MFT clinic, students'
clinical experiences include three rotations:
six months at a psychiatric unit in Little
Rock, Ark. (either Pinnacle Point, an adolescent psychiatric unit; Baptist Hospital or
Living Hope); six months at a local public
school; and three months at Capstone, a
treatment center for chemically-dependent
adolescent males.
"We see every type of human dilemma
there is," Moore says. "We get it all. The
strong clinical component is the highlight
of the program."
It is also the part of the program that
faced the most scrutiny when Moore and
his faculty sought and eventually gained
accreditation in July 2000, making the program the first recipient in Arkansas. "It's
unusual in the fact that so much is offsite," he says. "We wanted to diversify the
settings and expose students to as many
settings as possible. We're one of only a few
programs in public schools."

Growing Pains
Students must have 500 face-to-face
client hours to graduate, and according to
Moore, every graduating class has exceeded
that. But, although the therapy rooms are
filled to capacity and students log more
than the required 500 hours with clients,
the program is limited in how many additional students it can admit each year.
"We're slowly increasing the size of the

"THERE IS A STIGMA ATTACHED TO
GOING TO A THERAPIST. MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE
PSYCHOLOGY THEORIES ARE 'NOT GODLY.'
WE NEED TO MAKE IT GODLY." Rache/connors
and out of trance to quit smoking, lose
weight ... but those are the symptoms, not
the root problem," she says. "It's the tip of
the iceberg, and I felt inadequate. This
opened a whole new world; it showed me
how much work can be accomplished.
"It's a very comprehensive program. It's
the hardest thing I've ever done and the
most rewarding."
Moore says that the "drastically different" approach that draws students such as
Campbell also draws members of the community to the Counseling Center. "The
spiritual focus is not characteristic of this
profession," he says. In fact, according to
Moore, one of the goals at the program's
inception was to provide resources to
churches.

program, but to do that we increase the demand for supervision," Moore says. There
are currently three full-time faculty and
three adjuncts. The program provides individual supervision (no more than two students) and group supervision (no more
than six students). Requirements demand a
one to five ratio of supervision to therapy
hours.
Live-camera supervision in the MFT
clinic provides for the most efficient use of
the relatively small staff. The installation of
a $50,000 recording and communication
network, including a remote control system, easy-access control room, client-oriented workspace, and discreet camera and
microphone placements, allows faculty
members to monitor several cases from
one place.
The MFT clinic has 10 fully-equipped
therapy rooms, three of which have cameras that can take broad-angle shots of
large families or groups, and yet, are sensitive enough to focus on the eye color of an
individual. Faculty members may supervise
any of the therapy rooms from their offices.
Moore says the real challenge of increasing the number of students is there have to
be that many more family groups, which
are the hardest to obtain. At least half of
the total hours must be relational (as op-
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posed to individual; at least two members
of a family must be present for a session.)
In fact, some of the July 2002 graduates
were logging those last few family hours up
to the day before graduation. Even so, this
class of 17 was the largest and logged the
most clinical contact hours to date.
The three-month rotation at Capstone,
which has been included since the center
opened in September 2001, has provided
many of those family hours.

ceived a degree in general studies instead,
but she still had a desire to help people, especially women who drank or abused drugs
when they were pregnant.
"I've been exposed to so much more
since I've been here," she says.
The lesson she's learned: "You can only
take your clients as far as you yourself have
gone." She has had to ask, "Have I looked
at myself that deeply yet?"

A Different Approach
Looking at the Man in the Mirror
But logging enough relational hours is
not the main challenge for the MFT students, for it does not take them long to realize their first hurdle is looking inward.
Davis had barely begun seeing clients
when she came to that realization. "It's
been really hard to face myself," she says.
"That's not something you want to do. I'm
noticing things I have to change.''
Most MFT students express the same
sentiment. Though they are drawn to the
program because they want to help people
make positive life changes, many of the
changes are ones they must first make
themselves.
Bermuda native LaVonne Pearson's ('01)
plan to study nursing as an undergraduate
at the University didn't work out- she re-

Things didn't play out for Benika
Campbell ('02) of North Little Rock, Ark.,
exactly as she had planned either. Campbell says she had wanted to come to the
University all her life. Family and financial
concerns prevented her from obtaining her
undergraduate degree here, but when she
decided to get her master's, she checked all
around the state and decided that this program was very well suited to her needs.
"The approach here is drastically different," she says. ''At a state university, the
focus was on scientific theory and lab rats.
It's a completely different world here. It's
all about people and putting things in halance. "
Campbell will incorporate what she
learned through MFT into her hypnotherapy clinic. "You can guide someone into

FROM THE TIME he was 15
years old, Adrian Hickmon
wanted to build an adventure
camp. Last September, that
dream was realized ... in part.
The"camp" is actually a residential treatment program for
chemically dependent adolescent males 14-24.
While it is a Christianbased treatment model that

Robert Channing ('02), a July graduate
who received a B.A. in youth and family
ministry from the University in 1999, says
ministry and counseling go hand in hand.
"So much of ministry is counseling," he
says. "Churches like to hire ministers who
have a counseling degree." Channing plans
to do contract counseling with churches in
Central Arkansas.
Rachel Connors' ('01) desire to use
counseling therapy in her ministry as an
overseas missionary led her to the program
after receiving a B.A. in music and psychology. But she also wants to change Christians' perspectives. "I didn't hear 'marriage
and family therapy' a whole lot before," she
says. "There is a stigma attached to going
to a therapist. Many people believe psy-

do," Hickmon, the executive director and an associate professor of marriage and family
therapy (MFT), explains.
The MFT students, who
spend three months at Capstone as part of their rotating
clinicals, often get hooked, too.
Kelly McChristian, a July 2002
graduate, also loves the outdoors and had such a great ex-

Capstone Treatment Center puts the

focus on the family
incorporates family, individual
and group therapy, adventure
therapy is a big component as
well. During their 60-day stay,
boys spend each Wednesday
on a ropes course, take a twoweek wilderness trek to the
Ozark Mountains, exercise eight
hours per week in the weight
room, assist the camp foreman
on Saturday work days, and
participate in a variety of other
outdoor activities."! want
these boys to get hooked on
things God created for us to

perience as an intern that she
began working there as atherapist full time the Monday
after graduation.
"It almost seemed like a
dream job to me," she says.''lt
puts a lot of my gifts and dreams
together. Inever thought I'd
have ajob that allowed me to
serve God in such a direct way.
Some days Igo to work, and I
think,'ls this my job?"'
But it goes beyond "outdoor adventure." Like the MFT
program itself, Hickmon and

the other therapists take a systemic approach to treating
chemical dependency, looking
at the bigger picture, which ineludes focusing on the family.
Family therapy includes a dayone conference, weekly phonetherapy sessions, family week,
and afather/mother-son retreat.
For McChristian, the most
influential session as an intern
was family week, which comes
at week four and requires parents and son to spend five full
days together. "It's just an
amazing thing," she says."The
families were motivated to
work hard because their child
was in a crisis situation. They
make changes in how they talk
to each other."
In the"knee-to-knee" activity, mom, dad and son put
their chairs in a circle close
enough so their knees are
touching. Hickmon says what
often comes out in this process
is "the rest of the story." Here
they have the chance to voice
their regrets, resentments and
reaffirmations.

chology theories are 'not godly.' We need to
make it godly.''
This is even more important because of
those clients whose ideas about Christianity may be based largely on their experience
at the MFT clinic. "The underlying component and foundation of our program is
the spiritual emphasis," Moore says.
"That's what makes it unique. We weave it
into classes and practicum. We have signs
that say, 'Please pray for our clients.' People
are seeking something more substantive
and solid, something to give them hope.
That's what we strive to provide.''
Somewhere along the way, the student
gains the same. Says Pearson, "I grow a little bit; I help my client grow a little bit. It's
a two-way battle and triumph.'' lHI

"They're talking to their
for the firsttime, and it's horrifamily about those real
ble.lt captures and torments
things," McChristian says of the , you at the same time."
process."lt's pretty powerful."
Hickmon himself has been
Some of that power also
called"intense," a label he
comes from the fact that MFT
shrugs off."lt's not about intenstudents are able to see the
sity," he says."What else do you
family therapy approach in ac- do but go out and fight Satan
tion. When Hickmon came back and serve God?
to the University in 1993 to
"For every one boy walking
help develop the MFT program in darkness who turns to walkafter earning the Ph.D. in maring in the light,30-40 other
riage and family therapy from
people are influenced.lt's an
Virginia Tech, he was put in
exponential growth process,
charge of practicum sites. He
preventative maintenance for
set out to develop off-campus
the next generation. That's why
students are compelled ifthey
sites that forced MFT students
have that passion."
to sink or swim.
And that's why students
Capstone opened in Seplike McChristian stay. They see
tember 2001, and MFT stuthe passion Hickmon has and
dents soon began their
can't help but be drawn in.
three-month rotations there.
"Adrian is a very dedicated
"As an MFT professor, Isaw an
man," she says."l'm amazed
opportunity to give an unbeat his commitment level to
lievable experience to these
Capstone and the boys. He
students," he says.
loves them. The boys respect
"This will show you what
you're made of," Hickmon says
him so much, and Irespect him
of the Capstone rotation."There too. What an amazing thing it
are some intense stories. You
must be to see your dream
hear a client pour out his story
working." IHI -April Mouser
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CONNECTIONS

CoNNECTio-Ns
Submit your alumni news to "Connections,"
Harding University Office ofAlumni Relations,
Box 70768,Searcy,AR 72749-000I;orby
e-mail to alumni-news@harding.edu. To subscribe to the weekly e-maillistserv Alumni
Digest, send message to subscribe, including
your name and class year, to alumni-list@
harding.edu. You may post messages to the
Digest at the same address.
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4 2 Platinum Circle Reunion at
Homecoming 2002
1
5 2 Golden Circle Reunion at Home-

coming2002
1

56

Margaret Oliver Derryberry retired from teaching after
35 years. She and her husband,
Thomas, have three children. (80 1
E. Perry St., Hazen, AR 72064)
1
1

57 Reunion at Homecoming 2002
6 2 Reunion at Homecoming 2002

Ken Nicholson teaches ecology for
the U.S. Peace Corps. He and his
wife, June, have two sons. (Trakia
8 Posta, Shumen, Bulgaria 9704)
1
1

6 7 Reunion at Homecoming 2002
7 0 Linda Gillett Albritton is a

gifted and talented science teacher
for Garland Independent School
District. She and her husband,
Robert, have two children who attend Harding. (1812 Morningside,
Garland, TX 75042)
Ed Giddings is retired and has two
sons. (4848 Cordell Ave., Bethesda,
MD20814)

'71

Marilyn Brooks Dowdy
received a bachelor's degree in
computer science from Harding in
May. She works in the University's
Alumni Relations office. She and
her husband, Wayne, have a
daughter. (721 Plateau, Kensett,
AR 72082)
1

7 2 Reunion at Homecoming 2002

Brant Bradford is a colonel with
the Army dental corps. He is a
diplomat of the American Board of
Prosthodontics, fellow of the
American College and the American Association of Maxillofacial
Prosthodontists, and national committee member of the Academy of
Osseointegration. He and his wife,
Sharon, have five children. (24
Kirby St., Fort Leonard Wood,
MO 65473)
Carol Derick Vancil is the director
of social services at Southwest
Christian Hospice in Union City,
Ga. She and her husband, Bill,
have a daughter who is a freshman
at Harding. (660 Adams Road,
Fayetteville, GA 30214)
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'72) is a health educator
for the Duval County
health department. They have a
son. (1879 Lakotna Drive, Orange
Park, FL 32073)

Jim Kaufman is regional vice president of CFC. His wife is Karen.
(2380 Hideaway Lane, Quinlan,
TX 75474)
1

74

Cindy Williford Fowler is
girl's cross country and track coach
at Harding Academy in Memphis,
Tenn. She and her husband, Charlie, have three children. (4533 Dee
Road, Memphis, TN 38117)
Brenda Hood Hathcock is a collection specialist with Ikon Office
Solutions. Her husband is Ron.
(4162 County Road 4006, Tebbetts, MO 65080)
Larry Moran received his master's
degree in theology from Austin
Graduate School ofTheology in
May and is a minister. His wife,
Linda (Taylor, '75), works for
StarNet Distance Learning. She is
pursuing a degree in Spanish at the
University of Texas and has been
named to "Who's Who Among
American Colleges and Universities." They have three children.
(15815 Pleasant Well Drive, San
Antonio, TX 78247)
1

7 5 Lynn Priddy is a teacher

for Kanawha County Board of Education. (2316 Washington Ave.,
St. Albans, WV 25177)

'7 6 Paul Schlosser was named
Teacher of the Year for Indio High
School where he teaches band,
choir and social studies. Paul also
preaches for Palm Desert Church
of Christ and is chairman of the
scholarship committee for the
Church of Christ Foundation. He
and his wife, Debbie (Martin, '78),
have four children. (875 Montclair
Drive, Banning, CA 92220)
1

77
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Danny Bowers is a mental health
specialist with Correctional Medical Services. He and his wife,
Donna, have opened an art gallery
in Memphis, Tenn., named
Painted Planet Artspace. They have
three children. (4461 Quince
Road, Memphis, TN 38117)
Sheila Rhodes Swain received her
master's degree in counseling from
the University of New Mexico in
May. She is an elementary school
counselor for the Moriarty School
District, outside of Albuquerque,
N.M. Her husband, Neil, is a financial adviser and professor at
several local universities. (787 State
Road 344, Edgewood, NM 87015)

'7 3 Bruce Jeralds was pro-

1

moted to field auditor for HealthEase. His wife, Pam (Burleson,

investment manager for Genuine
Parts Co. His wife is Teresa. (3046
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7 8 Craig Bauer is inventory

Catawba Road, Blacksburg, VA
24060)

Health Services. (4336 Bear Tooth
Court, Gahanna, OH 43230)

Jane Jackson Esparza is director of
education at Health Industry Distributors Association. She married
her husband, Rolando, in 1999.
(2044 N. Woodstock St., Arlington, VA 22207)

David Harrell is global-informationtechnology product-line manager
for Intel Corp. (525 W. Candlewood Lane, Gilbert, AZ 85233)

John Gibbs is a learning consultant, developing Web-based training for SmartForce, the nation's
largest e-learning company. He and
his wife, JoAnn, have two children. (235 Softwood Circle,
Roswell, GA 30076)
Stephen Hughes has returned
from a three-year mission to Haiti
where he served as chief financial
officer for the Grant Foundation
and as director at Financial Services Division. He and his wife,
Cindy, have two sons. (7990 15th
St. E., Sarasota, FL 34243)
Riley Reed is a flight attendant for
American Airlines. (7714 Marshall
Heights Court, Falls Church, VA
22043)
1

80

Teresa Yost Craddock's
husband, Jeff, died in January. She
is a speech-language pathologist for
Minerva Local Schools and has
two children. (1422 N. Chapel St.,
#5, Louisville, OH 44641)
Randy Gillman is a sales representative for Valleylab. He and his wife,
Vickie, have a daughter. (9668
Plains Circle, Frisco, TX 75034)
Cindy Hazel Halliburton is president of Believer Educating Children
At Home, a homeschool support
group. She and her husband, Rod,
have three children. (3039 Cherokee, Camden, AR 71701)
1
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ter for Augusta Church of Christ.
He and his wife, Kimberly, have
four children. (Route 7, Box 570,
Augusta, ME 04330)

84 Rebecca Adams Penix is a

Cherri Story is secretary for the
School of Biblical Studies at Harding. (401 E. Booth Road, #611,
Searcy, AR 72143)

Sonia Washington Brown received
her master's in education from
Cumberland University and is a
teacher for Memphis City Schools.
She and her husband, Quincy, have
two children. (3468 Windy Hollow
Circle, Memphis, TN 38118)

Reunion at Homecoming 2002

Robert E. Ballenger was promoted
to the rank of commander in the
U.S. Navy July 1. He is currently
working in the Joint Experimentation Directorate at U.S. Joint
Forces Command, Suffolk, Va. He
earned a master's degree in management at the Naval Postgraduate
School and has been awarded the
Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medal three times. (2312
Beach Haven Drive, #302, Virginia Beach, VA 23451)
Lori Deacon is supervisor of maternal and child health programs
for Ohio Department of Health,
Bureau of Child and Family

your alma mater's most powerful marketing tool.
Through your life as a parent, business professional, stay-at-home mom, civic club member,
school volunteer, community servant, Bibleschool teacher, coach and numerous other professions or activities, you are exerting an influence. Other
parents may look at your life as a Christian servant and
hope their son or daughter will turn out like you. Many
times that evaluation is based upon the fact that you attended Harding and are a well-rounded individual.
While the Harding family is full of ordinary people
doing extraordinary things, simple activities like inviting a
prospective student to come to Homecoming or Spring
Sing may have life-changing outcomes. Think about those
who encouraged you to come to Harding and thank them
by passing that encouragement on to the next generation.
Your example and words may be what this generation
needs to make a college decision and transform their lives.
The University, realizing there are no substitutes for
quality and no excuses for mediocrity, strives to continually
improve and offer our students a quality education each
year while remaining rooted in Christian values and ethics.
Our graduates reflect this commitment, as demonstrated
by their ability to secure employment after graduation and
gain acceptance into prestigious graduate schools.
As an alumnus, you may volunteer to help our graduates network for jobs throughout the country. An endorsement or phone call from an alumnus often opens the door
for an interview for a new graduate, which leaves a posi-

'83 Daniel Campbell is minis-

data analyst for Texoma HealthCare System. She and her husband,
Mike, have two children. (221 E.
11th St., Bonham, TX 75418)

82
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SAN ALUMNUS OF HARDING, you are

JoLynne Varner received a master's
degree in health services administration from the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR).
She received the Jeannie D. Weiss
Award in recognition of contributions to her employer and the
Health Services Administration
Department ofUALR. JoLynne has
been promoted to clinical reimbursement manager for St. Vincent
Health System in Little Rock. She
has a daughter. (2609 Greenbrier
Drive, Benton, AR 72015)

1

John Ward, his wife, Debbie (Pollard,'83), and their three children
have legally changed their last
name to James, in order to return
to the surname of their heritage.
John is president ofExoview Corp.
(4271 Southshore Court, Fort
Collins, CO 80525)
1

8 5 Ed Madden, an associate

professor of English at the University of South Carolina, has been
named Associate Director of
Women's Studies for 2002-03.
(1107 Bryan St., Columbia, SC
29201)

The power of influence, tradition and prayer
by LI Z H0 WEL L, director of alumni relations

Lois Smith is PC trainer for Washington State Employment Security
Department. (7841 Egret Drive
S.E., Olympia, WA 98513)

Harry Colter retired from the U.S.
Army, completing more than 35
years of active and reserve service
in the military intelligence community and as a chaplain. He is a
resource program manager for
Navy Personnel Command. His
wife is Bette. (1640 Locke Road,
Millington, TN 38053)

ALMA
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Joe Leal is general manager of
downstream accounting at Murphy
Oil Corp. He and his wife, Tammy,
have three children. (2500 James
Blvd., ElDorado, AR 71730)

Jennifer Bristol is a research nurse for Vanderbilt University Medical Center. (1464 Tyne
Blvd., Nashville, TN 37215)

1

.

1
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Michael Britton is corporate
comptroller for Aromatique in
Heber Springs, Ark. His wife, Demaree (Gregersen), is office manager for the physical resource
department at Harding. They have
two children. (1928 N. Main St.,
Searcy, AR 72143)
Stuart Peacock is a software engineer for WEI in Manchester, N.H.
His wife, Susan (Gray, '88), is a
homemaker. They have three sons.
(7 Carriage Lane, Merrimack, NH
03054)
1
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Arci Banks won three trophies for her book, "Wrong Feet
First," June 16. The Colorado Independent Publishers Association
awarded her third place for the
Spiritual/Inspirational category,
third place for overall design, and
first place for the Personal Growth
category. She has six children. (564
Florence, Aurora, CO 80010)
~ori Cloud is a corporate consult-

mg executive at Creative Artists
Agency. (4422 Laurel Grove Ave.,

tive impression for the rest of his/her life.
University traditions- from quality education to international evangelism- remain rich
and deeply rooted throughout the educational
experience. Spring Break and Summer Campaigns involve nearly a thousand students each
year and help carry the gospel throughout the
world. Daily chapel has a great influence on the lives of
students, which is often more deeply realized after leaving. Devotionals around the lily pool, in the dorms, or
around the fountain in the C.L. Kay Plaza are not easily forgotten. Prayer groups with friends and club brothers and
sisters create strong relationships that last a lifetime. The
hospitality and random acts of kindness shown by the faculty and staff toward students, including having them in
their homes, foster great memories in their hearts.
During Homecoming and Family Weekend, the campus
is full of alumni who make the pilgrimage with their children or a spouse who did not attend to show them the
landmarks of campus. Few things are more peaceful than
walking through the rock archways underneath the majestic oak trees in the shadow of the Administration Auditorium while listening to the sound of the lily pool
fountain. This walk offers a time of prayerful reflection and
spiritual renewal, reminding us of God's presence on campus and the many blessings He has bestowed upon us. If
you haven't taken this walk in a long time, we invite you
back to campus to relive the memories. Make plans, call
your friends and return this fall for Homecoming, Oct. 25
and 26. We look forward to seeing you back home at
Harding. JH[

Studio City, CA 91604)
Mark Daughety and his wife,
Mary (Aebi, '87), work for Warren
Local School District. Mark runs
the computer lab for seventh and
eighth graders, and Mary is a
kindergarten teacher. They have
two sons. (Route 4, Box 180, Vincent, OH 45784)
Sally Anne Loughery is a speechlanguage pathologist for the University of Manitoba. (Box 954,
Rankin Inlet, NU, XOC OGO)
Eric Whittington is senior cost
account manager for Synthetic Industries. His wife, Judy
(Chandler), is a homemaker. They
have two children. (536 Blue Jay
Parkway, Ringgold, GA, 30736)
1
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Brad Barber is loyalty ambassador for Royal Caribbean
Cruise Line. (23 Reservoir, Little
Rock, AR 72227)
Daniel Rogers is an emergency
room nurse for the U.S. Navy and
is stationed in Naples, Italy, for

two years. (PSC 827, Box 4656,
FPO, AE 09617)

'90

Henry Alegria has been selected to fill the Stauffer Professorship in analytical chemisty at
California Lutheran University in
Thousand Oaks, Calif. He received
his doctorate in 1998 from the
University of South Carolina in
environmental organic chemistry.
(118 Ninehead Court, Irmo, SC
29063)

representative for Conway Corporation and has been elected to a
two-year term as president of Ancestors Unknown, a genealogy
group meeting in Faulkner
County, Ark. She and her husband,
Patrick, have two sons. (1401 Bellwood, Conway, AR 72032)
Stacey Knouff Smith is an art specialist for Williamson County
Schools. She and her husband,
Alan, have a son. (1625 Pacer
Court, Spring Hill, TN 37174)
Rick Trujillo is a photojournalist
for KWGN/WB2 News. Hereceived a 2002 Heartland Regional
Emmy Nomination for Sports
Editing and also has won two National Press Photographers Association awards, two Best of the West
Contest awards, and a Colorado
Broadcasters Association Award of
Excellence. (11295 E. Alameda
Ave., #21, Aurora, CO 80012)
1
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Amy Bowen Griffin is a special education teacher at Cherokee High
School in Canton, Ga. She is
working on a master's degree in
special education at North Georgia
College. (2502 Waterford Lane,
Woodstock, GA 30188)
Jay Johnson is a doctor of audiology for Cooper Clinic Audiology.
He and his wife, Jennifer (Willis,
'95), have a son. (3200 S. 58th St.,
Fort Smith, AR 72903)
Christine Myers Matthews is involved in marketing and communication for Mills Electrical
Contractors. She and her husband,
Loderick, have a son. (2062 Sienna
Trail, Lewisville, TX 75067)
1
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Sharon Walker Graber is a
teacher for Children's Discovery
Center. She and her husband, Kenneth ('94), have two children.
(2206 Greenbrier Drive, Irving,
TX 75060)
Darren Irby was named vice president of the American Red Cross
May 1. His official duties cover all
external communication. (4 717
Quiet Woods Lane, D, Fairfax, VA
22033)

Mark Stewart is area sales manager
for John Deere Credit. He and his
wife, Laura, have two sons. (1 Cheviot Court, Bloomington, IL 61704)

Marty Kindall is assistant dean of
education for The Art Institute of
Charlotte. (7920-305 Camillia
Lane, Charlotte, NC 28277)

Tim Urling is an agent for Allstate
Insurance. He and his wife, Lee,
have four children. (1278 S. Woodruff Ave., Idaho Falls, ID 83404)

1

1
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Robin Cox is a fourthgrade teacher for Lake Dallas
schools. (3840 Frankford Road,
#8311, Dallas, TX 75287)
Tanya Atkinson Pearce is information technology customer support

94

Christopher Carter is store
manager ofWal-Mart in Lapeer,
Mich. He and his wife, Lisa
(Cowan, '93), have two children.
(5903 Cobblestone Drive, North
Branch, MI 48461)
Gretchen French is an insurance licensing consultant for HD Vest Investment Sec. (2415 Ridgedale
Drive, Carrollton, TX 75006)
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Sara Healy is a linguistic specialist
in Arabic, Chinese and French for
the U.S. Army. (187 Palm Ave.,
#58, Marina, CA 93933)
Daren Holaday is a federal sales
representative for Aventis. (19615
Top 0 The Moor Drive, Monument, CO 80132)
Haruo lmoto is a junior high and
high school Bible teacher for
Seigakuin Schools. His wife, Miho
(Tajima), is teaching Japanese for
the government. They have a son.
(3-1-4-804, Tokorozawa, Saitamaken 359-0042, Japan)
1

9 5 Matt Brent is an urban

minister. He and his wife, Karla
(Thomas), have a daughter. (8459
Garden Circle, #8, Sarasota, FL
34243)
Tim Brown is president and CEO
of a new consulting firm, Triad
Business Ventures, LLC. (P.O. Box
700323, Tulsa, OK 74170)
Danielle Diffine is senior business
analyst for the American Association for the Advancement of Science. (4926 Celtic Drive, #101,
Alexandria, VA22310)
Chad Gurley is program administrator for Columbia University.
(311 W 95th St., New York, NY
10025)
Chris Phillips, a counseling psychology doctoral student at the
University ofWisconsin-Madison,
was awarded a fellowship through
the Spencer Foundation. He and
his wife, Trellis, have a son. (2020
Allen Blvd., #4, Middleton, WI
53562)

'96 Darlene Stowell Hundey is
a special educator/case manager for
Harford County Public Schools.
Her husband is Edward. (1117 S.
Carey St., Baltimore, MD 21223)
Katy Staggs White is junior high
choral director for Bryant School
District. Her husband is David
('92). (128 Plumdale Drive, Sherwood, AR 72120)
Ryan Bitikofer is an English language teacher for Shanghai Electric
Institute. (Shanghai Electric Institute, 2103 Pingliang Lu, Shanghai,
PRC 200090)
1
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Reunion at Homecoming 2002
Beth Brooks is a second-grade
teacher for Academia Los Pinares.
(Academia Los Pinares, Apartado
3250, Tegucigalpa, Honduras)

Katie Cobb, White County extension agent, was presented two
awards at the National Extension
Association Family and Consumer
Science-Arkansas Affiliate state
meeting. She received the Educational Publication Award for her

28
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home and car survival guides and
was also the recipient of the Marketing Package Award for her work
wi~ the Pike Coui_Ity H,~alth Unit
for Hometown H1kers, a program promoting healthy lifestyles.
She is the vice president of the Arkansas Association of Extension 4H Agents. (1403 W Center Ave.,
Searcy, AR 72143)
Barbara Farris is a child and family
therapist with Morrison Center.
(710 S.E. Mount Hood Highway,
A203, Gresham, OR 97080)
Leah Pease was sworn in as a junior officer for the Foreign Service.
(5403 Newcastle Ave., #58, Encino, CA 91316)
Ryan Morrison is the pulpit minis-

ter for Decatur Church of Christ.
He and his wife, Jana, have a son.
(140 PR 3144, Decatur, TX 7 6234)

'98 Bethany Moran Baker received her master's degree in social
work from Our Lady of the Lake
University in May. She is employed
by the state of Texas as an investigator for child protective services
and is training in criminal investigations at the San Antonio Police
Academy. (8346 Copperglen, Converse, TX 78109)
Katie Boyd is a patient access representative for Carolina Digestive
Health Associates. (559 Flint St.,
Rock Hill, SC 29730)
Jennifer Clary Coyle passed the
NCIDQ examination to become a

Tammy Heffington ('87)

registered interior designer. She is
employed with Susman Tisdale
Gayle Architects. Her husband is
Tim ('96). (7101 Fence Line
Drive, Austin, TX 78749)
Carmen Heath is senior business
consultant for Delta Elevator
Corp. (59-15 71stAve., #3L,
Ridgewood, NY 11385)
Chad McNatt and his wife, Melia
(Byrd), are worship ministers at
Port Orchard Church of Christ.
(1412 Garrison Ave., Port Orchard, WA 98366)

of Little Rock,
Ark., has always
been protective of
her younger sister, Tracy.
But there was little she
could do when Tracy's serious complications from diabetes began to manifest
in February 2000.
Then, last fall, their
mother read a newspaper
article about a local
woman with diabetes who
went to Minnesota for a
pancreas transplant. They
called and requested information from the transplant
center. Tammy remembers
saying,"l wish they would
just take my pancreas out."
In the material they received two days later, she
saw information on the living donor program, and by
February 2002 they were
at the University of Minnesota's Fairview University Medical Center in
Minneapolis for the procedure- the transplant of
half ofTammy's pancreas
to Tracy.
"There was never an
issue of who it was going
to be," she says of her role
as donor."She never said,
'Will you do this?' and I
never said,'Do you want

me to do this?'There wasn't ever a discussion."
After 18 years of helplessly watching Tracy bat~
tie diabetes, Tammy says,
"When there was something Icould do, you would
have had to kill me to keep
me from doing it."
Tracy went through the
evaluation process, and the
doctors determined she
was a candidate for a pan-

Tammy Heffington

creas transplant. Then
Tammy went through an
extensive series of tests
before the doctors determined her pancreas was
strong enough and able to
produce enough insulin
-three times the usual
amount- for both of
them. The operation was
scheduled for three weeks
later.
Living-donor pancreas
transplants are relatively
rare, but Tammy says they
are no longer experimen-

Nicole Nicholson is a controller
for Forest Park East Associates Inc.
(2641 Alvamar Drive, Shreveport,
LA 71106)
Lora Beth Roberts is a registered
pharmacist for Walgreens. (40
Claiborne Drive, Jackson, TN
38305)

Jennifer Moore is a kindergarten
teacher at Whitney Elementary
School. (2077 Barnsbury Way, #2,
Memphis, TN 38134)

Phyllis Romine is intensive care
unit manager for St. Vincent's. (230
Romine Road, Cabot, AR 72023)
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Tomas Alberto Saquic is an accountant for Ropa Intima Pallancher. (5TAAvenida, 5-50 Zona
6, El Mirador, Quetzaltenango,
Guatemala, Central America)

Sister gives sister a priceless gift
AMMY HEFFINGTON

'fodd Mullins is :ur dirt:cror ar
nion Universicy. His wife, Reb
(Bradley, '97), is a rcgisce.rcd
nurSe for Jackson Madison Co uncy
Hospiml. Thc:y bave a son . (14
Chestnut Cove, Oak6eld, T
38362)

tai."The organ is going
from one warm body to
another," she explains.
"With a living donor there
is a better chance for suecess."The sisters were in
adjoining operating rooms
and operated on simultaneously by separate surgical teams.
Though she said there
were a couple of setbacks
in the days and weeks that
followed the 6and 1/2hour procedure- she experienced quite a bit of
recuperative pain, and it
was three to four months
before she was "kind of
feeling normal"Tammy's body has adjusted, and her follow-up
period is over. She checks
her blood sugar once a
week, watches her body
temperature, and has an
annual check-up.
Meanwhile, Tracy has
shown no signs of rejection, and her blood sugar is
completely normal, meaning that her new pancreas
is producing insulin on its
own. Doctors hope the
transplant will prevent
other debilitating side effects of diabetes.
"The procedure may
not be right for everyone,"

Tammy cautions."! don't
want anyone to think it's
been a cakewalk."
Neither Tammy nor
Tracy has had an income
since January, and the outof-pocket costs for Tracy
have been considerable.
Tammy only recently has
gone back to overseeing
the security systems business that she owns in Little
Rock. But she's gotten by.
"God's the only way to explain it," she says.
"We prayed, Iasked
God to let it happen, and
he did. He showed me,
'There's something bigger
than you."'
As for her relationship
with Tracy, not much has
changed."! feel a little
more responsibility to her,"
she says,"as if Iought to be
connected to her more. But
it's not a one-sided thing.
She's my best friend."
Afund has been established to raise money to
cover medical expenses related to the surgery. Donations may be sent to the
Tracy Heffington Transplant Fund, P.O. Box
241431, Little Rock, AR
72223, or by calling (501)
562-5909. IHI
-April Mouser

Russell Weseman is a photojournalist for WFTC-Fox 29. (373 Jay
Way, Vadnais Heights, MN 55127)
Eric Whittington is a terrorism research associate for the Potomac
Institute for Policy Studies. (4201
Wilson Blvd., Suite 110-143, Arlington, VA 22203)

'99 David Bell is a customer
care representative for Alltel. His
wife, Joan (Collins), is a call center
manager with First Federal Bank.
(1207 W Rogers Ave., Harrison,
AR 72601)
Rita Boudra has joined the Peace
Corps and is working in Malawi
with the HIV population for 27
months. (PCT, Peace Corps, P.O.
Box 208, Lilongwe, Malawi)
Desmond Leslie is owner and
manager of a credit card consignment program and also does business and information technology
consulting. (P.O. Box 1336, Belize
City, Belize)
Cindy Perez Lopez is senior auditor for Deloitte and Touche Belize.
She passed the CPA exam in California in 2001 and married John
on Oct. 14, 2000. ( 17 Aloe Vera
St., Belize Ciry, Belize)
Jim Tabor passed the marriage and
family therapy examination in Colorado and is working for the Chi!dren's Ark in Green Mountain
Falls, Colo. (4920 Leighton Drive,
Colorado Springs, CO 80922)
Jennie Whitby is a sixth-grade
special education teacher at Winfield Middle School. (130 Cuivre
Ridge Lane, Troy, MO 63379)
1
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Michelle Gibson Garrett
is a registered nurse for Brookwood
Hospital. Her husband, Derek
\ 99), is a sales represcnmtive for

Gencor. They have a daughter.
(8359 Wynwood Circle, Helena,
AL35080)
Christy Wtles Gillespie is an emergency shelter case manager for the
Children's Home of Lubbock. Her
husband is Gabe. (7306 Aberdeen
Ave., #1504, Lubbock, TX 79424)
Candice Goff is a graphic designer
for American Roamer. (7934 Tennis Court Drive, #26, Cordova,
TN 38016)
Michael Morrison is stationed in
Vicenza, Italy, with the 173rd Airborne Brigade. His wife is Sheila
(Roberts, '97). (CMR 427 Box
2151, APO, AE 09630)
Jeremiah Palmer and his wife,
April (Hedden, '99), are both doctoral students at the Universiry of
Texas in Austin. (1044 Camino Ia
Costa, #2131, Austin, TX 78752)
Paul Vilela is a writer for the
Lauerer Markin Group. (933
Geneva, Toledo, OH 13609)
1
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Debbie Kellev Dodds is a
residence life coordin~tor at Harding. She and her husband, Trent
('81), have three sons. (Harding
University, Box 12282, Searcy, AR
72149)
Dilia Fuentes is project manager
for Bysupport. (4AV 11-90, Zona
18 Res., Atlantida 01018,
Guatemala, 08018)
Rachel Willis Grubb is a registered
nurse for Memorial Hermann
Northwest Hospital. Her husband
is Curtis ('02). (19323 Twin Buttes
Drive, Tomball, TX 77375)
Leah Hileman is director of contemporary worship for First English
Lutheran Church. (84 Samaritan
Ave., B-10, Ashland, OH 44805)
Kristy Burton Huffer is dispatcher/part time police officer for
the Hazen, Ark., Police Department. She is attending the Police
Training Academy in Little Rock,
Ark. She and her husband, Brad,
have a son. (P.O. Box 326, 100 N.
Tilden, Hazen, AR 72064)

Marriages

shoe Loop, Doyline, LA 71023)
Christi Davis ('97) to Trey
Thompson, June 8, 2001. (Harding University, Box 10565,
Searcy, AR 72149)
Stephanie Bailey ('92) to Grey
Burge, June 16, 2001. Stephanie
received her master of accountancy
degree from the University ofWest
Florida and is an accountant with
O'Sullivan Creel, LLP. (204 Florida
Ave., Gulf Breeze, FL 32561)
Suzan Litde Bishop ('76) to Glen
Mills, June 23, 2001. (3718 Columbia Blvd., Garland, TX 75043)
Bill Moore ('OO) to Rachel Belcher
('Ol),June 23,2001. (14545 Bammel N. Houston Road, #801,
Houston, TX 77014)
Michelle Morgan ('96) to Mitch
Rogers, June 30, 2001. (421 Royal
Crest Drive, Richardson, TX
75081)
Michael Wagner ('97) to Gigi Graham ('96), June 30, 2001. Michael
graduated from the University of
Arkansas Medical School this year
and is a first-year family-practice
resident. Gigi is a third-year ENTsurgery resident who graduated
from the University of Texas at
Galveston Medical School in 2000.
(1709 Timberlake Drive, Edmond,
OK 73013)
Jennifer Burnett ('98) to Joe Reidelberger, July 21, 2001. (556
Prentice Drive, St. Peters, MO
·63376)
David Earnhart ('91) to Heather
Taylor, Sept. 28, 2001. (2615 N.
Sheffield Ave., 3C, Chicago, IL
60614)
Ellen Collins Quint ('80) to Vernon Garrison, Nov. 10, 200L (545
S.W Hartley Ave., Gresham, OR
97030)
Kimberly Holder ('01) to David
Kaplan, Nov. 16, 2001. (300
Clinic St., #7, Searcy, AR 72143)
Tricia Spradling ('93) to Jerry
Hand, Nov. 17,2001. (9097
Bushy Creek Trail, Fort Worth, TX
76118)

of White County Medical Center.
(1 Thompson Drive, Searcy, AR
72143)
Cordelia Suter ('89) to Myron
Schirer, March 9. (5242 W 57th
St., Los Angeles, CA 90056)
Terry Beasley ('96) to Alison
Spindler ('98), March 23. Terry is
a math teacher at Greater Atlanta
Christian School, and Alison is a
school psychologist for Hall County
School Systems. (241 0 Treetrail
Parkway, Norcross, GA 30093)
Jenna McKinney ('OO) to Ben MeGarvey, March 23. Jenna is a financia! associate for A. G. Edwards.
(153 Pennsylvania, Jacksonville, AR
72076)
Robyn Bowers ('97) to Shad
Fincher, April20. (363 County
Road 4799, Bloomburg, TX
75556)
Sheila Henry ('96) to Chad Vester,
April20. (6698 Lange Circle, Colorado Springs, CO 80918)
Justin Dyniewski ('02) to Amanda
Smith ('02), May 17. (11900
Pleasant Ridge Road, #1513, Little
Rock, AR 72223)
Edward Stillwell ('01) to Annika
Jacobs ('02), May 25. (1413 Orange Ave., Tavares, FL 32778)
Catherine Hoover ('96) to Jimmy
Terrell, June 1. (1401 Manvel Ave.,
Chandler, OK 74834)
Sean Mills ('99) to Alicia Welch
('98), June 21. (4937 Effingham
Place, Dayton, OH 45431)
Brian Hannel ('99) to Jenny Ruhl
('01), June 22. (7510 Parkdale
Ave., 3E, Clayton, MO 63105)
Kathleen Eyman ('91) to Eric
Manchin, July 5. Kathleen is an attorney for Beirne Maynard & Parsons, LLP. (6455 Vanderbilt Ave.,
Dallas, TX 75214)
Jeffrey Goff ('01) to Heather Worthy ('01), July 6. (1501 S. Wolf
Road, #239, Prospect Heights, IL
60070)

Births

Allison Ward ('97) to Jim Harris,
April16, 2000. (5512 Fenway
Road, Knoxville, TN 37912)

Linda MacDonald Reid ('79) to
Gary Bates, Dec. 31, 2001. (5536
Hickory Ridge Road, Lebanon,
TN 37090)

To David and Niki (Moore, '98)
Maxey, a daughter, Katelynn, May
2, 2000. (704 Redwood Court,
Nixa, MO 65714)

Haley Briggs ('88) to Michael
Boaz, Nov. 18, 2000. (106 She!mar Drive, Euless, TX 76039)

Stacey Hammitt ('99) to Michael
Leonard, Jan. 5. (1400 Danielle
Drive, Bedford, TX 76021)

Rebecca Miller ('99) to Dane
Coalson, Dec. 30, 2000. (1001
Tramway Blvd., #24, Albuquerque,
NM 87112)

Connie Clutter Oates ('93) to
Richard Laurence, Feb. 14. (503
Francis St., Athens, TN 37303)

To Robin and Tamara (Cline, '85)
Richards, a daughter, Keri Suellen,
Jan. 21, 2001. They also have a
daughter, Holly. Tamara is a thirdgrade teacher in Quinlan, Texas.
(8885 Country Road 344, Terrell,
TX75161)

Jennifer Kendrick ('92) to Brad
Smith, May 28, 2001. (328 Horse-

Joy Richardson ('99) to Larry Carroll, March 9. Joy is a registered
nurse in the labor and delivery unit

To Richard ('92) and Dusty
(Goodyear, '92) Shannon, a
daughter, Peyton Alise, Feb. 6,
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2001. They also h ave a daughter,
Taylor Allison. Ri chard is senior
systems engineer at Menlo Worldwide, and Dusty is a homemaker.
(9237 S.W North Dakota, Tigard,
OR97223)
To Roy and Kimb erly (Maddox,
'94) Knight, a so n, Gabriel, Feb. 9,
2001. (316
Behling St.,
Big Blue reunion slated
St. George,
for Julv4
29477)

TNT social club is planning a
reunion celebrating its 70 years
of existence the weekend of July
4,2003,on the main campus.All
TNT alumni, former queens and
their families are invited. The
65th reunion was attended by
more than 400 people, and an
even larger turnout is expected
forth is event.

sc

To Michael
('90)and
Dana (Bennett, '90)
Rodgers , a
daughter,
Erin, March
5, 2001.
(3917Whispering
Heighrs
Drive, Edmond, OK 73013)

To Steve ('88) an d Danetta (Manning, '90) Towns din, a son, Joel
Matthew, March 20,2001, by
adoption. (1050 Woodview Drive,
Memphis, TN 38 117)
To Jonathan ('97) and Morgan
(Nokes, '96) Pace, a son, Caleb
David, April 9, 20 01. (7879
Meadow Vale Drive, Memphis,
TN 38125)
To Terry ('89) an d Ranan (Leamons, '86) Hester, a son, Trent
Jackson, April17, 2001. Ranan
earned her master's in education
from Southwest Baptist University
in May 2000. (80 1 Rannell, Dexter, MO 63841)

.

To Barry and Jennifer (Meyer, '92)
Boverie, a daughte r, Anna Kate,
May 14, 2001. (5639 Ivy Road,
Milford, OH 4515 0)
To David ('91) an d Christine
(MacDonald, '91) Beikirch, a
daughter, Grace El izabeth, May
17, 2001. They als o have a son,
Jonathan. (2409 Morris Lane,
Bryan, TX 77802)
To Jonathan and Tanya (Johnson,
'96) Hinckley, twi ns, Abby and
Colby, May 29, 20 01. (480 B
Warrior Drive, Ch ristiansburg, VA
24073)
To Wyatt ('96) an d Rachel (Dye,
'95) Doyle, a son, Coulton, June
16, 2001. Wyatt is a biologist with
U.S. Fish and Wil dlife Services.
(601 Turner Ave., Ashland, MO
65010)
To Jim and Andrea (Morphis, '88)
Naismith, a daugh ter, Sarah, June
19, 2001. (606 Ho pper Drive,
Corpus Christi, TX 78411)
To Marvin and Michelle
(Alderson, '91) D earien, a son,
Matthew Edward, June 27, 2001.
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Michelle is an adjunct instructor of
music at Hendrix College in Conway, Ark. (36 Lakeview Lane,
Cabot, AR 72023)
To David ('90) and Laura (Killen,
'88) Brock, a son, David Duncan,
July 5, 2001. Jim is a JAVA programmer, and Laura teaches their
five children at home. (26425
Spring Valley Road, Louisburg, KS
66053)
To Ben ('96) and Lisa (Litzkow,
'96) Henderson, twin sons, Mark
David and Jack Thomas, July 11,
2001. Ben is clinical project manager at Eli Lilly and Co., and Lisa
is a homemaker. (3719 Lexington
Lane, Carmel, IN 46033)
To Jason ('91) and Lisa (Dockery,
'91) Harriman, a son, Campbell
Jack, July 12, 2001. Jason is an abstinence educator for Fayetteville
School District, and Lisa is a
homemaker. (1008 Ritter St.,
Springdale, AR 72764)
To Sean and Allisha (Alderson,
'92) McFarland, a daughter, Savannah Elise, July 13, 2001.
(17602 Forest Haven Drive,
Tomball, TX 77375)
To Jeff ('93) and Tonia (King, '92)
Loyd, a son, Treyton Kirk, July 24,
2001. (326 Wagon trail Ave., Lowell, AR 72745)
To Rick and Vicki (Jackson, '95)
Spelce, a son, Jackson Paul, July
25, 2001. Vicki is finance director
for Camp Fire USA. (874 Shoal
Creek Drive, Arlington, TX 76001)
To Chris and Adrienne (Lawrence,
'99) McKinney, a son, Christopher
Avery, July 28, 2001. (6810 Silver
Oak Drive, Tulsa, OK 74107)
To Kirk ('92) and Paula Smith, a
daughter, Kaylee Jeanette, July 30,
2001. (5285 Bannock, Memphis,
TN38 116)
To Jacob ('97) and Amy (Swalwell,
'98) Moran, a son, Isaac Andrew,
Aug. 11,2001. (1070 S.W Maplecrest Drive, Portland, OR 97219)
To Ralph ('88) and Susie (Walters,
'88) Richardson, a daughter, Victoria, Aug. 13, 2001. Ralph is director of psychosocial services at
Long Beach Memorial Hospital.
(5203 Josie Ave., Lakewood, CA
90713)
To Rich ('96) and Valerie (Adam,
'96) Shockley, a son, Caleb Adam,
Sept. 13,200 1. (1919 Venda, Kennett, MO 63857)
To William and Jessica (Biggerstaff, '98) Batie, a son, Tyler, Sept.
22, 2001. (26 Taft Road, Sandia
Park, NM 87047)
To John ('90) and Wendy Ogren, a
son, Nathaniel John, Sept. 24,2001.

(5 14 E. Seventh, Irving, TX 75060)
To Gerald and Angela (Kays, '86)
Driskill, a daughter, Abigail Renee,
Sept. 25, 2001. (4305 N. Lookout,
Little Rock, AR 72205)
To Michael and Joy (Deaver, '93)
Johnson, a son, Jake N eal, Oct. 1,
2001. Joy is a registered nurse at
Harris Methodist Hospital. (3029
Mossy Oak Lane, Bedford, TX
76021)
To John and Ruth (Anderson, '89)
Aldeson, a daughter, Carolyn Ruth,
Oct. 4, 2001. (2265 Blue 744 Buck
Road, Duck River, TN 38454)

is the brokerage manager for Stallion Transportation Group, and
Andrea is an independent graphic
designer. (17 Overlook Road,
Searcy, AR 72143)
To Briton ('95) and Alice (Bishop,
'95) Clark, a daughter, Amelia
Rose, Nov. 21, 2001. (P.O. Box
1892, Shelter Island, NY 11964)
To John ('96) and Stephanie
(Clary, '98) Land, a daughter,
Avery Elisabeth, Nov. 24, 2001.
(617 North Lake Circle, Birmingham, AL 35242)

To Jim ('91) and Lee (Young, '90)
Laughary, a son, Wesley, Jan. 12.
Jim is an assistant principal for
West Plains High School, and Lee
is a teacher. (1035 N. College St.,
West Plains, MO 65775)
To Mark ('91) and Jennifer
(Rogers, '91) Osburn, a daughter,
Savannah Joyce Thuy, Jan. 18, by
adoption. She was born Oct. 18,
2001. (10349 Shady Oak Lane,
Largo, FL 33777)
To Troy and Shawn (Walker, '93)
Volkmann, a daughter, Kendall
Janice, Jan. 21. (1126 Glenwick
Lane, Irving, TX 75060)

To Kent and Holly (Hooper, '87)
Vinson, a son, Mark, Oct. 12,
2001. (14922 Redwood Bend
Trail, Houston, TX 77062)

To Daniel ('96) and April
(Kennedy, '95) Murrie, a daughter, Adelyn Grace, Nov. 27, 2001.
Daniel earned his doctorate in clinical psychology from the University
ofVirginia on May 19, 2002, and
is a forensic psychology fellow at
The Institute for Law, Psychiatry
and Public Policy. April is an educational consultant for The Covenant School. (1516 B Antoinette,
Charlottesville, VA 22903)

To Jay ('93) and Andrea (Robertson, '94) Baker, a son, Benjamin
Davis, Oct. 15, 2001. (P.O . Box
518, Mbarara, Uganda)

To Greg ('94) and Sarah (Sandlin,
'95) McKenzie, a daughter, Elizabeth Ashby, Dec. 1, 2001. (140
McGrew Loop, Aiea, HI 96701)

To Edwin ('92) and Patricia
(Wyatt, '90) Slack, a daughter,
Tabitha Ruth, Jan. 26. (1108 11th
St., Port Townsend, WA 98368)

To David ('77) and Amy (Parks,
'99) Hamilton, twin sons, Taylor
and Logan, Oct. 23, 2001. (2251
Wheel Cog Place, Lake Ridge, VA
22192)

To Paul and Lynn (Garrett, '85)
Bridges, a daughter, Rachel Lynne,
Dec. 5, 2001. They also have two
sons, Daniel and Patrick. (607
Myatt St., Smyrna, TN 37167)

To Eric and Teki (Moore, '91)
Groff, a son, Steven Eric, Jan. 27.

To Randy ('87) and Sandra (Alphin, '84) Reynolds, a daughter,
Olivia Morgan, Nov. 6, 2001, by
adoption. (638 Whitney Drive,
Slidell, LA 70461)

To Keith ('93) and Amy (Lisle,
'93) Shollenbarger, a daughter,
Amy Claire, Dec. 10, 2001. They
also have two sons, Derek and
Brady. (4004 Lockwood,
Paragould, AR 72450)

To Ethan ('96) and Ashley (House,
'94) Sheffield, a son, Stone Andrew, Oct. 5, 2001. Ethan is a sales
representative for Healthlink, and
Ashley is a homemaker. (209 Live
Oak, Searcy, AR 72143)

To Jesse ('98) and Shannon Pettengill, a son, Immanuel Edgar
Earl, Nov. 10, 2001. (68 Powder
Spring Road, Groton, VT 05046)
To Luke ('99) and Melissa (Vincent, '99) Gower, a daughter,
Laura Madelyn, Nov. 13, 2001.
(106 Louis Drive, Searcy, AR
72143)
To Juan Carlos and Becky (Saunders, '94) Moreno, a daughter,
Clarivel Sarai, Nov. 13, 2001.
(3604 N. Lafayette Ave., Fresno,
CA 93705)
To Mitch ('97) and Sara (Elmer,
'97) Coston, a boy, William Allen,
Nov. 14, 2001. Mitch is a social
studies teacher at Elgin High
School, and Sara is a homemaker.
(71032 Merritt Lane, Elgin, OR
97827)
To Ron ('97) and Laura (Hale,
'97) Ducharme, a daughter, Kenzie
Grace, Nov. 16, 2001. (6606 Eugene Drive, Smyrna, TN 37167)
To Ethan ('96) and Andrea
(Thornthwaite, '98) Myers, a son,
Easton Earl, Nov. 17, 2001. Ethan

To Craig ('93) and Heather
Shadrix, a son, Preston Henry Edward, Dec. 20,2001. Craig was
promoted to community resource
program manager for Seminole
County. (2612 Amaya Terrace,
Lake Mary, FL 32746)
To Dennis ('97) and Julie
(Budurin, '97) Bartley, twin sons,
Grant Alexander and William
Todd, Dec. 24, 2001. (1445 Jewels
Way, Lewisville, TX 75067)
To Kevin ('83) andJonna (Chrisman, '88) Webb, a son, Roc Miles,
Dec. 26, 2001. Kevin is a professional horse trainer and model.
Jonna is a junior medical student
at University of Arkansas forMedical Sciences. (901 N. Webb Road,
Lamar, AR 72846)
To John Paul and DeeAnn (Harsch,
'93) Brownlow, a daughter,
Isabella Caroline, Dec. 28, 2001.
(509 Sunset, Hurst, TX 76054)
To Marshall and Kristine (Witzeling, '91) Morris, a daughter, Caroline Elizabeth, Jan. 6. (8901
Smokey Drive, Plano, TX 75025)

To Kerry and Lori (Tucker, '94)
VanDer Kamp, a daughter, Tessa,
Jan. 23. (18959 S.W Neugebauer
Road, Hillsboro, OR 97123)
To Brad ('90) and Martha (Hinton, '88) Agin, a son, Joshua
Thomas, Jan. 24. They also have a
son, Jake. (771 Top Notch Lane,
Eureka, MO 63025)

(2505 Commonwealth Ave., Charlotte, NC 28205)

son, Bryce. (181 Lily Drive,
Maumelle, AR 72113)

ley, March 12. (3352 Buckeye
Lane, Fairfax, VA 22033)

To Kyle ('96) and Leslie (Stegall,
'96) Klein, a daughter, Emma
Grace, Jan. 31. (Rua Lageado
1396, Apto. 601, Petrupolis,
90460-110-POA-RS, Brazil)

To Chris ('96) and Keri (Kruse,
'96) Thompson, a son, Christopher Latham II, Feb. 11. (2623
Willowbranch Drive, Nashville,
TN 37217)

To Matt ('92) and Marla (Lewis,
'93) Miller, a son, Charles Gentry,
Jan. 31. (115 Elwood Drive, Jacksonville, AR 72076)

To Josh ('OO) and Amber
(Howard, '99) Hutchinson, a son,
Jefferson Lane, Feb. 12. Josh is legislative director for fossil energy for
the Department of Energy, and
Amber is special assistant to the
secretary in the Department of Education. (5050 Minda Court,
Alexandria, VA 22304)

To Tres ('95) and Stacey (Cox,
'95) Oliver, a son, Trevor Reed,
March 12. They also have a daughter, Jessie. Tres is a flight nurse for
Rocky Mountain Helicopters, and
Stacey is a labor and delivery nurse.
(106 Carriage Terrace, Palatka, FL
32177)

To Kent ('84) and Jennifer (Armstrong, '84) Siebold, a daughter,
India Jane, Feb. 3. Kent is an English teacher and head track and
cross country coach at Cleveland
High School, and Jennifer is apediatric nurse practitioner in private
practice. (211 N.E. Jessup St.,
Portland, OR 97211)
To B.J. ('95) and Lisa Robertson,
a son, William Foster, Feb. 5.
(1067 Meandering Way, Franklin,
TN 37067)
To Russ ('98) and Amy (Srnka,
'97) Turman, a son, Cooper Jacob,
Feb. 9. (5221 Sequoia, Memphis,
TN 38120)
To Brian and Alicia (Fowler, '93)
Wiedower, a daughter, Marilyn
Sloane, Feb. 9. They also have a

To Brice and Priscilla (Ray, '97)
Bradley, a daughter, Audra Elizabeth, March 5. (5950 S. Oak Way,
Littleton, CO 80127)
To Bert ('94) and Franca (Aragon,
'96) Parker, a daughter, Belicia
Ann, March 7. (495 San Pasqua!
Valley Road, #171, Escondido, CA
92027)
To Nathan ('96) and Jennifer (Lee,
'96) Wolfe, a son, Hudson, March
8. (2206 Virginia St., Midland, MI
48642)
To Brad and Jami (Dwight, '95)
Gustafson, a daughter, Jaylyn Ash-

by D. M ARK M0 0 RE, diredor ofplanned giving

W

about giv-

ng through my will?
Recently Ireceived a number of
calls concerning the inclusion of Harding in wills.
Some came from attorneys and some from
alumni, parents and friends of the University.
Most questions, including those from attorneys, concern options the University has for accepting gifts
and official verification of our 501 (c) (3) status. Inclusion
of the University in a will is actually quite easy.All that is
really needed is to list Harding University Inc. as a beneficiary oft he estate. Many people, however, have particular
interests or questions concerning the best way to go about
doing this.
This information may be helpful to you if you are considering inclusion of the University in your will. While not
intended as legal advice (consult your attorney or legal
adviser), it is intended to let you know a few options so
you may instruct your attorney concerning your wishes.
First, decide if you would like to give a specific amount
or a percentage of your estate to the University. If the gift
is more than a few thousand dollars, it is generally best, in
my opinion, to give a percentage instead of a specific
amount. Here is why: Recently a couple had an estate of
approximately three quarters of a million dollars. They
wished to leave about $500,000 to their children and
$250,000 to endow a scholarship fund at Harding. If the

To Shane and Becky (Henry, '97)
Grosvenor, a son, Joshua Reed,
March 15. (37 Sherman Turnpike,
OffuttAFB, NE 68113)
To Patrick ('01) and Jessica Peterson, a daughter, Regan Ann,
March 15. (720 Lunch Road,
Smithton, IL 62285)
To Michael ('97) and Peggy
(Baird, '93) Duncan, a daughter,
Audrey Grace, March 16. (1705
Glenhaven Circle, Ocoee, FL
34761)
To Ryan and Stephanie (Johnson,
'95) Engdahl, a son, Alex Ryan,
March 19. (930 Highway 287,
Conway, AR 72032)
To David ('93) and Amy (Johnson, '93) Tyler, a son, Adam
David, March 28. (5308 11th Ave.
S., Birmingham, AL 35222)

Gift annuities keep on giving
HAT DO I NEED TO KNOW

To Brian ('OO) and Amy (Patterson, '00) Kelton, a daughter,
Olivia Brook, March 13. (1802
County Ave., Texarkana, AR
7 1854)

$250,000 for Harding is a specific amount in the

will, and the estate is depleted through the
years to $300,000 because of illness or poor investments, the University will receive $250,000,
but the heirs will only receive $50,000. As this
was not the intent of the donors, Isuggested
they include Harding for 33 percent of the estate
or for the remainder after the children receive their funds.
This way is better for all involved. If the estate grows, the
University may receive more than $250,000, and if it
shrinks, the children are not left with less than the parents
intended.
Second, decide if you wish to restrict the funds or allow
them to be used at the discretion of the University. If you
know you want to fund an endowed scholarship, we can
complete the paperwork now to set up a"dry" scholarship,
get everything in place and wait for funding from the estate.
Instead of setting up a new fund, you can specify the
funds to be used for general endowment, a specific area of
the University, or at the University's discretion. As needs
change and are sometimes hard to predict, many people
are choosing to include language in their wills stating they
wish the University to use the funds as they are most
needed at the time.
You may have other questions or concerns than these
mentioned. If so, please feel free to call me or to have your
attorney call. You can reach me at (800) 477-4312. JH[

To John ('93) and Holly (Robertson, '94) Losher, twins, Kevin
Matthew and Elizabeth Ann, April
1. John is territory sales manager
for The Garland Co. Inc., and
Holly is a homemaker. (187
Idlewild Drive, Paducah, KY
42001)
To Steve ('94) and Erin (Selvidge,
'92) McDermitt, a daughter,
Caitlin, April2. (4431 W Marlette, Glendale, AZ 85301)
To Russ ('92) and Michelle (Pearson, '97) Maile, a daughter, Madalyn Paige, April 22. (2548
Weymouth Way, Norman, OK
73071)
To Dennis and Shannon (Welch,
'93) Kingsbury, two ons, Dillon
Sergei and Evan Riley, April25, by
adoption. Dillon wa born March
4, 2000, and Evan was born March
13, 2001. (3217 Hallmark Place,
Tyler, TX 75701)
To Eric and Leah (Hughes, '94)
Smith, a son, Andrew Ericson,
April25. Leah is a registered nurse
at the newborn nursery for Regional
Medical Center. (2312 Old Laurens Road, Greenwood, SC 29649)
To Shane ('95) and Melanie
(Oliver, '94) Merritt, a son, Ryan
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Chrisropher, April 26. (4317
Woodglen Lane, Mount Vernon,
IL 62864)
To Andrew ('98) and Erica (Tyler,
'99) Norris, a son, Hayden John,
April27. Andrew is an associate
and youth minister with Northside
Church of Christ, and Erica is a
homemaker. (24059 #2, State
Route 1, Danville, IL 61834)
To Mark ('93) and Darla (Miller,
'93) Burt, a son, Mason Edward,
May 1. (725 W. 99th St. S., Jenks,
OK 74037)
To Todd ('84) and Jana McCullough, a daughter, Julianne Marie,
May 1. (2848 N. Burling St., #2,
Chicago, IL 60657)
To Chase and Marli (Elliott, '98)
Tucker, a daughter, Emma Claire,
May 3. (1615 Buckhorn Circle,
Conway, AR 72034)
To Trent ('92) and Renee Arnold,
a daughter, Rachel Kate, June 10.
Trent completed his master of arts
in religion from Abilene Christian
University in May, and is youth
minister for Robinson Avenue
Church of Christ. (2361 Bering
Place, Springdale, AR 72764)
To Jon ('94) and Lori (Griffin,
'92) Newby, a son, Griffin Jennings, June 12. (124 Jawanda,
Searcy, AR 72143)
To Mike ('87) and Suzanne (Brossette, '88) Smith, a daughter, Rachel
Leigh, June 12. (15623 Oldridge
Drive, Housron, TX 77084)
ToJeff('91) and Cheryl Cash, a
son, Isaac Christopher, June 17.
(P.O. Box 758, Fort Portal, Uganda)
To Mike ('97) and Jennifer (Smith,
'97) White, a daughter, Madison

Nicole, June 17. (3 542 Dun caster,
Missouri City, TX 77459)
To James and Melissa (Elliott, '97)
McAdams, a son, Cason James,
June 18. (825 Elm St., Deer Park,
TX77536)
To Kirk ('94) and Laura Wade, a
daughter, Halle Marie, June 21.
(300 Lorna Alta Drive, Mesquite,
TX 75150)
To Craig ('90) and Caryllee
(Parker, '91) Cheatham, a daughter, Lisanne, July 12. (1424 Charleton Drive, Montgomery, AL 36106)
To Philip and Jennifer (Mitchell,
'98) Rackley, a daughter, Melina
Elise, July 24. (1003 W. Newman,
Harrison, AR 72601)

Deaths
Margaret Smart Denham ('47),
75, died Sept. 10, 2001. She
worked at the Boone County Public Library, Union Branch and was
a member of Point Pleasant
Church of Christ and the Boone
County Homemakers. She is survived by her husband, Ralph ('49);
a son, Daryl; five daughters, Diana
Johnson ('72), Denise Savage,
Daria Gerding ('78), Dorelle
Hogan ('83) and Dru Baker ('86);
and 15 grandchildren. (3257 Point
Pleasant Road, Hebron, KY 41 048)
Marie Chunn Dillingham ('42),
83, died March 14. She was a lifelong teacher, retiring as a librarian.
She was a member of the Woodmont Hills Church of Christ, the
Maury County Students Club, and
the Maury County Retired Teachers Association. She is survived by
a daughter, Susan Stockard; a son,
J. Michael; and three grandchildren.

Jan Johnson Cave ('82), 41, died
April 7. She was a member of
Southlake Boulevard Church
where she served as the receptionist. She is survived by her husband,
Kevin ('81), and two sons, James
and Tyler. (6105 Estill Drive,
Watauga, TX 76148)
Walter King Hoover ('34), 92,
died April 19. A native of Smyrna,
Tenn., he was owner and operaror
of Hoover Funeral Home. He attended Smyrna Church of Christ
and was a past member of the Sam
Davis Lodge, AI Menah Shriner
Temple, Smyrna Lion's Club, The
Rotary Club and Nashville Elks.
He also belonged ro both the Steel
Bank and the Mechanical Bank Association. An author and historian,
he wrote two books on the history
of Smyrna. He is survived by his
wife, Margaret; a son, Denny;
daughters, Jean Ross and Sue Margaret Hoover; 15 grandchildren, 16
great-grandchildren, and one greatgreat grandchild.
George Christopher ('30), 93,
died April 22 in El Paso, Texas. He
was a retired lieutenant colonel for
the U.S. Air Force, an early Panhandle aviaror and career military
officer. He received both the Distinguished Flying Cross and the
Air Force Commendation Medal.
He published a collection of his
flying stories from the 1930s
through the 1950s tided Pioneer
Piwt from the Texas Panhandle. He
is survived by his daughter, Laura
Newmark. (25848 Hatton Road,
Carmel, CA 93923)
Herbert Hall Lawrence ('47), 79,
died April25. Herb retired from
AETN as instructional programming administrator. He is survived

by a son, Herbert; a daughter, Lanette Grate ('78); a sister, Harriet
Stiles ('44); and five grandchildren.
Tullus Dempsey, 20, died
from injuries
sustained in an
automobile accidentMay2 in
Lawton, Okla.,
where he was
attending
Cameron University. He attended Harding in
the fall of 2000 and was scheduled
ro return for the current semester.
He was a charter member of Kappa
Gamma Beta social club. He is survived by his parents, Terry ('72)
and Patty (Vance, '74); and his sister, Stacey Neal ('99). (2344 S.
Fourth St., Fort Lewis, WA 98433)
Thelda Healy Lawrence ('47), 78,
died May 16. She was a retired
English teacher and librarian. She
is survived by a son, Herbert; a
daughter, Lanette Grate ('78); a
sister, Doris Garner (' 43); and five
grandchildren.
Cleo Jones ('31), 92, died May 18.
He was a minister in Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas for 46 years.
Afi:er retiring he worked with the
audio-tape ministry at Hillcrest
Church of Christ. He is survived
by his daughter, Cleilda Smith;
two sons, Thomas and T. Mark; 10
grandchildren; and 10 great-grandchildren.
Joe Keener ('51), 73, died July 23,
from complications following bypass surgery. He was a retired minister. Survivors include his wife,
Mary; his son, Tom, ('88); and
three grandchildren. (4735 S.E.
Sunnyrneade Drive, Lawton, OK
73501)

EVENTS
OCTOBER
24-25 Board ofTrustees meeting
24-26 Homecoming, Office of Alumni Relations; (501) 279-4276
25-26 President's Council meeting, Advancement Office;
(501) 279-4312
29 Chris Brubeck Jazz Trio, Lyceum Series; (501) 279-4343

NOVEMBER
7 Graduate school fair, Career Center; (501) 279-4454
14 Dinesh D'Souza, American Studies Institute Distinguished Leeturer, 7:30 p.m., Benson Auditorium; (501) 279-4497
14-15 W.B. West Lectures, Graduate School of Religion; (901) 761-1356
23-12/1 Thanksgiving recess
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DECEMBER
9-13 Final examinations, main campus
14 Fall commencement exercises, main campus,
Benson Auditorium, 10 a.m.

14-116 Christmasrecess
16-20 Final examinations, Graduate School of Religion

JANUARY
7 Registration for spring classes, main campus; (501) 279-4403
8 Spring classes begin, main campus

9-13 Doctor of Ministry Seminar, Graduate School of Religion;
(901) 761-1356

13-18 Short courses, Graduate School of Religion; (901) 761-1356
20 Spring classes begin, Graduate School of Religion

FROM THE PAST
From the beginning, wellness has been a priority

range increased as her vital lung capacity
grew.
F TH
A J.EFFE 0 COULD VI IT the wellne s center adclicion co the
Those conditioning classes developed
into
the current wellness course, which has
Ganu Athletic Cemer, he would be plea ed to see rhe volum of usage
been required of every student since 1979.
by Univer icy students. • After all our nation's third president believed
Teaching information relative to the how,
c 0 hours a day hould be devoted ro exerci e, saying, 'lf rhe body is feewhat and why of physical activity and
health concepts as they relate to quality
ble, the mind will not be trong. • The development of the whole person
and longevity of life, these wellness classes
_ physically, mentally and spiritually- has been a goal of the University
have been a pattern for others in the nasince its founding in 1924. George S. Benson was named the first director
tion, according to Dr. Wtlt Martin, chair
of
the kinesiology department. Though staindividual
athletics
in
1958.
He
went
of athletics, with Miss Allie Marie Bailey
report nearly 50 percent of Ameritistics
through
the
pegboard
three
and
one-half
serving as the first physical education
cans
never
exercise, wellness has always
times,
set
the
phenomenal
record
of
5,000
teacher. From the very beginning, intrabeen a key ingredient in the Harding expesit-ups, and climbed the 20-foot rope in 7.3
mural competition has been offered in dinence.
seconds.
verse areas such as boxing, wrestling,
Both Martin and his predecessor, Dr.
The value of a lifetime fitness program
croquet, shuffle polo, hockey, volleyball,
Harry
Olree, were deeply committed to
has stuck with Vanderpool, now a gold
basketball and indoor softball.
helping
students learn to take care of themmedalist
in
the
Tennessee
senior
games.
Wellness activities for students were
selves.
Fitness
is
something
many
faculty
try
to
complemented with the opening of the
It's a commitment that continues to exteach- and live- for the students. StuRhodes Field House in 1949. The facility
pand with the new center, a top-rate facildents were, and continue to be, inspired by
provided three basketball courts, an indoor
ity more than four times larger than the
people like Chancellor Ganus, who is well
softball floor, a skating rink, a pingpong
previous weight room
t<eble, free weights, and volleyball, shufflein the Ganus Athletic
board and badminton courts. According to
Center.
Barbara Barnes, who retired in 1998 after
Thomas Jefferson
directing the women's intramural program
might feel right at
for 32 years, the walkways in the Rhodes
home in the center, as
had stations for pegboards, pull-ups and
would President
other general fitness activities, including
George W Bush, who
running and jogging.
is deeply committed to
Physical activity, while always a part of
exercise. He could put
the University, has been strengthened by
in his average three
the intramural program that Barnes, Cecil
miles, four times a
Beck, M.E. "Pinky'' Berryhill and others
week
on one of the
developed. This visionary program has
new treadmills or on
been admired and adapted by other colthe outdoor track. He
leges and universities for its strong adminmight swim in the
istrative support, the variety of activities
pool, lift weights on
and levels of competition, and the active
the Magnum equipinvolvement of a large number of students.
ment, or utilize the
In 1957 the University reinstituted an
Precor
elliptical trainintercollegiate sports program. The next
ers as he does at the
spring, the 1958 Petit jean devoted a page
White House. Media
to physical development in its section on a
consultant and runcomplete Christian education and dening partner Mark
clared, "Believing that a physically-fit body
McKinnon
told Washshould accompany an alert, inquisitive
Excelling in the "up" contests, Ken Vanderpool performs one of 45 chin-ups on his way to
ington
D.C.
columnist
mind, the faculty at Harding has consetting aschool record in 1958.
Ron
Hutcheson
that
structed a well-rounded program of physiBush
"sees
exercise
as
a
way
to
enhance
his
known
for
his
active
participation
and
supcal activities. Fully 90 percent of the
to
work.
It's
not
just
that
exercise
is
ability
port
of
sporting
events.
students, girls and boys, participate in a
good in itself, but it makes the rest of your
Conditioning classes in the '60s and
carefully organized intramural program,
life more productive."
'70s were required of students who didn't
which features both individual and group
It's that type of commitment to wellness
pass a fitness test as incoming freshmen,
competitive sports."
that
the University has been helping stubut Barnes says more than half of the stuSports skill contests, which are still held
dents develop from the beginning. Judging
dents
who
passed
took
the
class
anyway.
"It
as part of the intramural program, conby the crowds in the new wellness facility,
was a wonderful experience," she says. "I
tinue to recognize all-around athletic abilfitness
continues to be a focus. !HI
loved teaching it." She also loved seeing the
ity. Perhaps one of the winners most
- Tom Buterbaugh
results, which included a soprano whose
revered is Ken Vanderpool, who dominated
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FINAL FRAME

An artist's rendering depicts how the addition to the Graduate School ofReligion library on the
Memphis, Tenn., campus will look upon completion. The construction will add 5,000 square feet.
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